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Summary
Social media have a big effect on the legitimacy given by society to nature management. Nature
conservation organisations dealt with legitimacy issues by adapting their management strategies to
changes in societal norms. De Oostvaardersplassen social media hype illustrates that this is not always
a successful strategy when dealing with social media hypes. To establish strategies to deal with the loss
of legitimacy, nature conservation organisations could benefit from understanding what a social media
hype entails and how it develops over time. The state-of-the-art on research into social media hypes
exposes that there is no clear overall understanding of what patterns are present in social media hypes
in the Dutch nature conservation sector. Comparing the different concepts across different social media
hypes provides a more comprehensive understanding on the development of a social media hype.
The theoretical framework explores the difference between a media hype and social media hype.
Additionally, the theoretical framework investigates how the online debate can influence the societal
debate. The findings of the theoretical framework are divided into three pillars that together explain the
development of a social media hype over time. The first pillar is about the number of messages over
time. The second pillar is about the content of the debate. The third pillar is about the participants and
platforms used in the online debate. Interviews with experts provided insight into the concepts of each
pillar. These concepts where then tested in three social media hypes with a Python script. The social
media hypes researched were: forest logging, insect extinction and the return of the wolf.
The results show that a social media hype starts with a trigger event, which is in this study always a
newspaper article. The development of a social media hype is best analysed by looking at the moving
average in number of messages over the last 30 days. After the initial peak caused by the trigger event,
there is no clear pattern in the development of a social media hype. This research found that the duration
of a social media hype in The Dutch nature conservation sector is about two or three months. After this
period, the social media hype becomes part of a broader discussion. The emotion of a social media
hype is slightly negative, but a social media hype can have a broad range in sentiment over time. A
combination of the search terms and most frequent words is a good reflection of the topics discussed in
a social media hype. The results indicate that framing of certain arguments is happening, but more indepth analysis are needed to validate this. During peaks in media attention, more people participate in
the debate but the people already participating post more messages as well. When comparing groups
of participants, the group participating most is different per hype, making it hard to know which
participants to track. Nature organisations participate more in hypes positively influencing them,
although their general participation is very low. They participate by a multitude in accounts, like individual
foresters. Traditional newspapers, activist (groups) and individual journalists are most active and worth
tracking to follow the debate over time.
This research should be seen as the first step in exploring the patterns in social media hypes in the
Dutch nature conservation sector.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The online environment
Nature is a topic that is discussed considerably on social media in The Netherlands. From January 2014
till May 2018, more than 2 million messages with ‘natuur’, the Dutch word for nature, were posted on
different social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter or YouTube (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens
2018). Over the years, topics like biodiversity, the return of the wolf and the decrease of the insect
population became increasingly important in the online debate (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018).
There are different participants in this online environment using social media platforms for their own
motives. Conservation organisations use social media to inform people, create interest (Büscher 2016)
or gather societal support (Arts, van der Wal, and Adams 2015). Conservation organisations are present
with their official organisation’s account or with the accounts of individual foresters (Breman, Mathijssen,
and Stevens 2018). Foresters try to increase support via posting their daily experiences on Twitter
(Jongkoen 2014). Social media platforms are an efficient environment for people with very different
backgrounds to organize themselves around a specific topic (Mattijssen, Breman, and Stevens 2019).

1.2 An example of a social media hype: De Oostvaardersplassen
The discussion about the large grazers in De Oostvaardersplassen 1 is a clear example where this selforganization of individuals was highly effective in empowering the (online) discussion (Korthagen,
Dekker, and Breman 2020; Mathijssen, Breman, and Stevens 2019). This discussion started in private
Facebook groups (Mathijssen, Breman, and Stevens 2019) before gaining attention in the traditional
media (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). The attention in traditional media was hugely increased
due to a newspaper article in the Dutch newspaper De Telegraaf. In the spring of 2018 Mr. Zuidema,
former inspector of De Dierenbescherming, stated that action should be taken to prevent the high winter
mortality of the large grazers in De Oostvaardersplassen. All of the sudden, every new fact about De
Oostvaardersplassen became newsworthy to the traditional media. Another article in De Telegraaf
followed and a few days later other newspapers started to report about the mass starvation. The
discussion took off on multiple social media platforms. 15.654 social media messages were posted
within a few weeks as response to the newspaper articles. This social media hype caused much societal
unrest. People started to feed the animals themselves and foresters received dead threats. Ecologists
advised the management organisation Staatsbosbeheer and the province of Flevoland to not change
the management of the large grazers. Nevertheless, Staatsbosbeheer and the province of Flevoland
decided to calm down the societal unrest by feeding the animals in winter time (Breman, Mathijssen,
and Stevens 2018). This example of a social media hype shows that an online discussion can pressure
nature conservation organizations to adjust nature management policies (Breman, Mathijssen, and
Stevens 2018; Mathijssen, Breman, and Stevens 2019).

1.3 The legitimacy of nature conservation organisations
People questioning nature policy is not unusual (A. Buijs and Boonstra 2020). Over the years, more and
more examples have emerged (Reichert 2014). This could be expressed as a decline in the legitimacy
of nature management. This research sees a loss of legitimacy as a decline in the acceptance by society
of the rightfulness to exercise power by an organisation (Reichert 2014). Legitimacy is a normative
concept, meaning that society decides whether an organisation holds the legitimacy to perform their
management practices (Engelen 2013). Legally, nature conservation organisations have the right to
execute their management strategies, but when the general society does not find the management
practises legitimate, they can start to protest these practises.
1

De Oostvaardersplassen is a Dutch nature area managed by the Dutch forestry state service called Staatsbosbeheer. More
information about the nature area can be found via: https://www.staatsbosbeheer.nl/overstaatsbosbeheer/dossiers/oostvaardersplassen-beheer. More information about the online discussion can be found in
Mathijssen, Breman & Stevens (2019).
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The legitimacy of nature management is discussed in the societal debate (Bernstein 2011). Social media
content is easy to create and share while reaching a large audience in a small timeframe (Asur and
Huberman 2010). The online debate is an enormous part of this societal debate and thus, in the
construction of the legitimacy of nature organisations.
Nature conservation organisations try to prevent a loss in legitimacy by adapting their management to
the change in societal discourse. However, societal preferences change over time and it is hard to
understand which changes will be temporary and which will dominate the debate for the following years
(Engelen 2013). When an organisation changes its management objectives too often, it can lose its
credibility, just like it can when it does not change its objectives at all (Engelen 2013). This makes
organisations cautious with implementing management changes (Engelen 2013) and underlines the fine
balance for organisations between having long-term robust management and adjusting these plans to
fit societal norms. If nature organisations would know how to anticipate and navigate the online debate
they can better influence their perceived legitimacy (Engelen 2013) and in the end, the societal support
for their nature management (Aarts et al. 2015; Arts, van der Wal, and Adams 2015; Breman,
Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018).

1.4 The effect of the online discussion on the offline management
Eight years before this social media hype, in 2010, there was already a societal debate about the
management practises of the large grazers in De Oostvaardersplassen. This discussion started by a
video of starving grazers presented in the Dutch television program ‘EenVandaag’, an influential
investigative journalism program on prime-time television. This video evoked strong emotions in society
and the House of Representatives appointed a commission to evaluate the management practises in
De Oostvaardersplassen. Based on this evaluation was decided to adjust the management of the large
grazers into ‘early reactive management’. This means that weak animals are shot before their perceived
suffering becomes too apparent (Korthagen, Dekker, and Breman 2020). By implementing the ‘early
reactive management’ strategy, Staatsbosbeheer recovered temporarily from their legitimacy issue
(Korthagen, Dekker, and Breman 2020).
The effect of social media on the overall debate is clearly visible when comparing the 2010 discussion
about De Oostvaardersplassen with the discussion in 2018 (Korthagen, Dekker, and Breman 2020).
Where in 2010 Staatsbosbeheer was able to take the right measures to calm down the situation, the
two official statements of Staatsbosbeheer in 2018 did not moderate the discussion (Breman,
Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). The newsworthiness of the discussion in 2018 was questionable
(Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). This online discussion pressured Staatsbosbeheer and the
province of Flevoland into drastic changes in management policies. In spite of changing the
management of large grazers, the legitimacy of the nature policy about the large grazers is not restored
and De Oostvaardersplassen is still talked about online (Mattijssen, Breman, and Stevens 2019).
The example of De Oostvaardersplassen illustrates that the online debate has a big influence on the
legitimacy of nature conservation organisations given by society. The online environment effectively
facilitates the self-organisation of groups questioning nature policy. These groups can reach a large
audience in a small timeframe. Furthermore, the speed of social media makes it more difficult for nature
conservation organisations to monitor the changes of societal norms and understand which changes
are temporarily and which will become dominant. This makes it more difficult to adapt management to
the change in societal discourse. De Oostvaardersplassen social media hypes illustrates that playing
into the changes in societal norms is not always effective for restoring the legitimacy of management.
Nature conservations organisations would benefit from better understanding what a social media hypes
entails and how it develops over time.
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1.5 State-of-the-art of research into social media hypes
Social media hypes are pretty common nowadays across different domains. Yet, not much research
has been done on what a social media hype entails (Stevens et al. 2018). Stevens et al. (2018) states
having done a unique research by looking at patterns across different hypes. This research mostly builds
on theory about traditional media hypes that discusses the dynamics and logic of media hypes like in
Bodystun, Hardy & Walgrave (2014), Vasterman (2005), Wien & Elmelund-Præstekær (2009),
Vasterman (2018) and Elmelund-Præstekær & Wien (2008). Literature agrees that with both social
media hypes and media hypes, traditional media have a big role in the length and intensity of the hype
(Wien and Elmelund-Præstekær 2009; Vasterman 2005; Stevens et al. 2018). Furthermore, researchers
found that (social) media hypes can be triggered by a specific event and follow a trend in the number of
messages over time (Wien and Elmelund-Præstekær 2009; Vasterman 2005; Stevens et al. 2018). The
research of Pang (2013) confirmed that these properties can also be seen in social media hypes,
although social media hypes are generally more intense in media attention compared to traditional
media hypes.
The research about (social) media hypes in the Dutch nature conservation sector is mostly in-depth
research on De Oostvaardersplassen and how this online debate has influenced the legitimacy of nature
organisations (Mattijssen, Breman, and Stevens 2019; Korthagen, Dekker, and Breman 2020; Breman,
Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). There is additional research about the different discourses and frames
used in De Oostvaardersplassen hype (Aarts et al. 2015; Overveld 2019). Aarts et al. (2015) also looked
at the frames used in the discussions regarding Oostvaaderswold & Hedwigepolder.
Research looking at what a (social) media hype entails or trying to identify patterns across different
hypes are not performed in the Dutch nature conservation sector. There are a few examples from other
domains. Vasterman (2005) for example looked at identifying patterns in media hypes regarding
senseless violence in The Netherlands. The research of Wien & Elmelund-Præstekær (2009) and
Elmelund-Præstekær & Wien (2008) focussed on the Danish elderly care and Stevens et al. (2018)
focussed on finding patterns in social media hypes in the Dutch agricultural food sector. These studies
apply the same concepts of a social media hype to different domains. Assumed is that the concepts
found can be applied to the nature conservation domain.
This description of research on social media hypes shows that the concepts used to understand social
media hypes are based on the concepts described in media hypes. Research defining the concept of a
social media hype or identifying patterns of social media hypes are performed in a multitude of sectors.
In the Dutch nature conservation sector however, research into social media hypes is only in-depth
research focussed on De Oostvaardersplassen.
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1.6 Research objective & research questions
Social media have a big effect on the legitimacy given by society to nature management. Nature
conservation organisations dealt with legitimacy issues by adapting their management strategies to
changes in societal norms. De Oostvaardersplassen social media hype illustrates that this is not always
a successful strategy when dealing with social media hypes. To establish strategies to deal with the loss
of legitimacy, nature conservation organisations could benefit from understanding what a social media
hype entails and how it develops over time. Literature presents different concepts of social media hypes,
like the start of a social media hype with a trigger event. Identifying these concepts gives a clear overview
of what a social media hype entails. The state-of-the-art on research into social media hypes exposes
that there is no clear overall understanding of what patterns are present in social media hypes in the
Dutch nature conservation sector. Comparing the different concepts across different social media hypes
gives a more comprehensive understanding the development of a social media hype.
Therefore, the objective of this study is to gain a comprehensive understanding in what can be
understood as a social media hype in the Dutch nature conservation sector in order to contribute to the
knowledge of nature conservation organisations about social media discussions.
This objective is reached by answering the following three research questions:
1. Which concepts provide insight into social media hypes in the Dutch nature conservation
sector?
2. How do these concepts develop over time in a social media hype?
3. Can patterns be recognized in the concepts found of social media hypes by comparing these
concepts across a multitude of social media hypes over time?
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2 Theoretical framework
This theoretical framework will be used as a lens through which the results can be interpreted.
This chapter initially explores literature about media hypes. Research into finding patterns in social
media hypes are based on theory on traditional media hypes. Therefore, the theory on media hypes is
also the starting point of this theoretical framework. This is then followed by discussing how these
concepts can be applied to social media hypes. The second part of the theoretical framework focusses
on how the societal debate has changed since the rise of social media platforms. The influence of social
media on the overall debate. This is described by looking at the platforms used, the participants and the
content of the online debate.

2.1 Defining a media hype
The term media hype can be applied to significant offline discussions formed by the traditional media
(Wien and Elmelund-Præstekær 2009). The most common used definition of a media hype (Wien and
Elmelund-Præstekær 2009) is the definition by Vasterman (2005). This definition is a starting point in
research about social media hypes (Pang 2013; Stevens et al. 2016). Vasterman (2005) states that a
media hype:
“can […] be defined as a media-generated, wall-to-wall news wave, triggered by one specific event
and enlarged by the self-reinforcing processes within the news production of the media.” (Vasterman,
2015 p.515)
The properties of this definition will be discussed one by one in the following part of this section. Then,
these properties are applied to social media hypes.

2.1.1 Trigger event and duration of a media hype
What stands out in the definition of Vasterman (2005) is that a hype apparently starts with a key-event
that gains considerable media attention (Vasterman 2005). In the days after the trigger event, the media
coverage is most intense followed by new waves of media attention. Each new wave gains lesser media
attention than the previous wave (Vasterman 2005). This development of a media hype over time is
visualized in Figure 1. Bodystun et al. (2014) are more specific about the development of a media hype
and state that a trigger event causes an increase of at least 150 percent in media attention.
When looking at the duration of a media hype, Bodystun et al. (2014) state that a media hype is more
intense compared to a general discussion and gains high attention for a longer period of time compared
to non-hype media coverage (Bodystun, Hardy, and Walgrave 2014). Vasterman (2005) and Wien &
and Elmelund-Præstekær (2009) are most specific, stating that a media hype takes around three weeks.

Figure 1. The anatomy of a media hype. Modified from Wien & ElmelundPræstekær (2009).
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2.1.2 Media generated wall-to-wall news wave
A wall-to-wall news wave means that most news items reported by traditional news outlets are in the
same domain as the hype (Vasterman 2005). Bodystun et al. (2014) calls this: ‘mutli-media-ness’ of a
hype. This means that a hype is registered across multiple news outlets (Bodystun, Hardy, and Walgrave
2014). It is cheaper and easier for traditional news platforms to copy an issue from another media outlet
then perform their own research (Vasterman 2005; Bodystun, Hardy, and Walgrave 2014). Due to the
growth in competing media platforms for the same news, there is an increase in the magnitude of the
coverage of the same issues (Vasterman 2005). Bodystun et al. (2014) make this more specific saying
that 20 percent of all the news items produced by newspapers in the seven-day period after the trigger
event have to be related to the topic for media attention to be called a hype.

2.1.3 Self-reinforcement of media platforms
The definition of Vasterman (2005) state that a media hype is enlarged by the self-reinforcing processes
of the media. This means that news items are an echo of previous coverage instead of a report about a
new events (Vasterman 2005). The general expectation is that when an issue gains a lot of media
attention, it must be very important. This is not the case for a hype as the amount of coverage does not
reflect its importance (Wien and Elmelund-Præstekær 2009). A media hype about healthcare in
Denmark does not mean the Danish healthcare system is problematic (Wien and Elmelund-Præstekær
2009). So, the amount of coverage can be seen as disproportionate to the newsworthiness of the issues
(Vasterman 2005; Bodystun, Hardy, and Walgrave 2014).
Thus according to literature about media hypes, a media hype starts with a trigger event, causing an
increase in number of news articles about the topic. After this initial wave in media attention, there are
follow up waves covering up to three weeks after the trigger event day. During this hype, there are
multiple news items on different platforms talking about the hype or domain related issues. The amount
of coverage is disproportionate to the newsworthiness of the hype.

2.2 Defining a social media hype
The properties of a media hype are now applied to social media hypes.

2.2.1 Trigger event and duration of a social media hype
Pang (2013) shows five examples of social media hypes where the pattern of the hypes does not differ
much of the pattern of traditional media hypes set out by Vasterman (2005) & Wien & ElmelundPræstekær, (2009). Stevens et al. (2018) contradict this. This research found that a trigger event event
can lead to the same development over time as media hypes (Figure 1), but other patterns are also
possible (Stevens et al. 2016). The increase in media attention after the trigger event in social media
hypes can be more intens than that in traditional media hypes (Neuman et al. 2014).The same news
articles can be shared multiple times online, adding up to the total number of social media messages
(Neuman et al. 2014).
Pang (2013) expresses the duration of a social media hype in the number of waves, where a social
media hypes takes two or three interest waves. The difference is however that interest waves in social
media hypes never reach zero messages like it does in media hypes, meaning that the online discussion
never totally ends (Pang 2013). The development of a social media hype by Pang (2013) is visualized
in Figure 2. By lack of news cover, social media users tend to share theories and perspectives when no
news articles are published and in this way, fill the information vacuum (Pang 2013). Social media hypes
are often part of broader discussions (Stevens et al. 2018). These broader discussions can steer up the
social media hype again (Stevens et al. 2018). The gross of media attention about De
Oostvaardersplassen fell within three weeks. The discussion never fades out. There is still some amount
of discussion going on after this intense period of media coverage. Staatsbosbeheer experienced the
negative attention of the hype long after this intense period (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018).
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Figure 2. The development of a social media hype over time by Pang (2013).

2.2.2 Media generated wall-to-wall news wave
A media generated wall-to-wall news wave or multi-media-ness means that a hype is talked about
across different platforms (Bodystun, Hardy, and Walgrave 2014). Pang (2013) calls this platforms-toplatforms and sees this as a way how a social media hype can manifest. But a social media hype cannot
only get on via different platforms, but also across different users (Pang 2013). For social media hypes,
the interaction between traditional media platforms and social media platforms is important. A social
media hype gains credibility when traditional newspapers start to report about the online discussion.
This causing people to go online and start searching for more information about the discussion (Pang
2013).

2.2.3 Self-reinforcement of media platforms
De Oostvaardersplassen discussion is an example of a social media where the attention for the hype
was enlarged by the self-reinforcement of media platforms. In this hype, every small detail all of the
sudden became newsworthy (Korthagen, Dekker, and Breman 2020). Stevens et al. (2018) and Pang
(2013) see that mostly news in the same theme becomes newsworthy. Social media hypes can play
into themes of larger discussions. The repercussion of this is that the online discussion can always be
stirred up (Stevens et al. 2018). This is visible in the online discussion of De Oostvaardersplassen where
every year, the same discussion starts about feeding the grazers through winter.
Thus, by applying the properties of a media hype to a social media hype the following conclusion can
be drawn. A social media hype starts by a trigger event, causing on average two or three interest waves.
There is no consensus on how these waves develop over time for hypes. The main discussion takes
place during these first interest waves, but the topic always remains discussed at a certain level of
messages. Social media hypes are part of a broader discussion. The development of the broad
discussion can instigate the social media hype again. Traditional media platforms play a role in social
media hypes by giving credibility to the debate and making news items about related topics.
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2.3 What sets the online debate apart?
The introduction exposed that the a large part of the societal debate takes place online. These online
discussions influence the effectiveness of the strategies used by nature conservation organisations for
handling their legitimacy issues. This part of the theoretical framework focusses on how the societal
debate has changed since the rise of social media platforms. There are many ways to look at how social
media influences the societal debate. This research highlights the aspects that could be analysed in the
social media messages within the limitations of this research. The influence of social media on the
overall debate is described by looking at the platforms used, participants of the online discussions and
content of the online debate.

2.3.1 What is a social media platform?
The terms social media platforms and online platforms are used interchangeably. Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and YouTube are referred to when talking about social media platforms (Mathijssen and
Breman 2019; Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018; Shugars and Beauchamp 2019). The terms
offline or traditional platforms are often used for newspapers or television broadcasts (Vasterman 2005).
Over the years, the line between the offline and online media has blurred (Vasterman 2018). Traditional
media started to create online news items like videoclips (Vasterman 2018) and started to report about
online developments (Korthagen, Dekker, and Breman 2020). This calls for a more distinct definition of
social media platforms. In this research, the term social media platform is used for the platforms that fit
the following three criteria: the platforms shows user generated content, the platform is algorithm based
& people have to make a personal profile to post messages (Obar and Wildman 2015).
User generated content means that the content of the website is mainly created by users. This can be
done by posting information, commenting or liking posts (Obar and Wildman 2015). Facebook and
Twitter are good examples of where information on the home page is generated by users.
According to Facebook, an algorithm is needed to filter the high amount of messages produced per day
(Vasterman 2018). The filters of social media create homepages specified to the personal preferences
of the user (Vasterman 2018). The information visible is thus different per user.
Social media platforms make money by selling user’s data. For this, a personal profile is needed. To
generate as much data as possible, people need to be engaged as long as possible. This is done by
showing information based on personal preferences (Larsson 2015). A personal account is important
for the development of the online debate (Obar and Wildman 2015).Participants place information on
their personal profile and show how they want to be identified. It enables the forming of groups and user
networks, which play a big role in the polarisation of the online debate (Aarts et al. 2015). Obar and
Wildman (2015) even refer to personal profiles as the backbone of social media platforms.
According to these three criteria, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube are all examples of social
media platforms. The comment section of online news is not seen as social media. Although people
need to create an user name to respond and the comment section is user generated, different users do
not see different comments when opening the website.

2.3.2 The participants of the online debate
There is a difference in what news is published between the offline and online media. Since traditional
media have consumers, they publish news that their customers want to read. What news items are
published is decided by some sort of organisational classification system about audience interest (Zhou
and Moy 2007; Zixue Tai and Chang 2002). Meaning that what news is, is decided by the platforms
perception of what news should be and what they think people would want to read. What is worth
publishing is affected by social media, where traditional media more and more choose to publish news
articles that have the potential to go viral online (Vasterman 2018). Customers of newspapers have the
intention to consume news items. On social media, the users mainly log in to connect and socialize
(Gottfried and Shearer 2016) in (Feezell 2018). This is also the main focus of Facebook. On average,
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only one in ten posts on Facebook is about politics, national news or global news (Bakshy, Messing,
and Adamic 2015). The main focus of traditional media and social media is thus very different.
The news events that traditional platforms decide to publish are filtered professional norms. This is
different from social media posts. There is no filter online of who should post information and how events
should be depicted. It seems that online, anyone can post everything they want (Korthagen, Dekker,
and Breman 2020). Recently, social media platforms are held more accountable for the content created
by their users. Due to the pressure of society, Twitter removed some violent Tweets posted by president
Trump (BBC 2020). Twitter, Facebook and YouTube try to remove misleading information about Covid19 (Peters 2020). The possibilities of social media are developing faster than policy makers can create
regulations (Obar and Wildman 2018). Therefore it remains a challenge to make regulations about what
the responsibilities are of social media platforms on the content created by their users. There is no clear
understanding of how social media messages are filtered. (Obar and Wildman 2018).
Journalists use professional norms to determine what news to publish and how to describe the news
item. The main goal of an article is to inform people. On social media, everyone can post a social media
message. This is mostly done for entertainment. Online messages are not filtered by a organisational
classification system like traditional articles. This means that the social media messages do not have to
be a fair representation of the truth.

2.3.3 The content and emotion of the online debate
Neuman et al. (2014) found that social issues are discussed more intense online compared to how they
are represented in traditional media. In contrast, traditional media tends to focus more on economical
and governmental issues, compared to online media (Neuman et al. 2014). A news article or post can
only represent a specific part of the news event. Meaning that through using a particular form of
language or representing only a few stakeholders, a writer creates boundaries wherein their form of
reality is communicated (Shmueli 2008). A news article is written through the interpretive lens of the
writer (Shmueli 2008). This lens of reality can be called a frame. Each frame communicates the issue
with a different view by highlighting different arguments and facts (A. Buijs 2009) and playing into what
is assumed that their audience would stand by (Aarts et al. 2015). By working with reliable news sources
and handling every issue with an open perspective, journalists try to stay as objective as possible
(Sabatier and Huveneers 2018). Nonetheless, by having their own world views, journalists
unintentionally filter information from a news event they assume is most relevant (Brüggemann 2014).
The arguments used in social media posts are differently compared to the arguments used in traditional
media. The news event is framed in different ways. Participants in the online debate tend to use
emotional argumentation for their management preferences (A. E. Buijs et al. 2012). Newspaper articles
mostly voice the opinions of experts (Korthagen, Dekker, and Breman 2020) who base their opinion
about management decisions on technical and scientific knowledge (A. E. Buijs et al. 2012). Journalists
are aware of this different and frame events in a specific way to create shareable news items for the
online debate. So that a specific group of online people will agree with it and are thus more likely to
respond (Aarts et al. 2015). There is thus a clear difference in the way news items are reflected between
the offline and online debate.
The difference between the frames used in the societal debate is intensified by social media platforms.
Social media platforms, just like traditional media platforms, try to hold the interest of their readers as
long as possible by showing content that fits personal preferences (Zixue Tai and Chang 2002; Bakshy,
Messing, and Adamic 2015). Online, people stay in their own filter bubbles based on their personal
preferences, and that of friends. Competing viewpoints are filtered out, in fear of scaring users away
from the platform (Williams et al. 2015). Social media can be seen as an personal echo chamber
(Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic 2015). This filter bubble is especially experienced by users who are part
of online groups with the same viewpoints (Feezell 2018). The users that have friends with competing
viewpoints see a bigger variety of opinions (Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic 2015). The social network of
users thus decides how diverse the news is people read online. When an online debate is dominated
by segregated groups of like-minded communities, users are strengthened in their personal viewpoints
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(Williams et al. 2015). This can lead to a confirmation bias, where users believe the sources that publish
information they agree with are superior to other sources (Aarts et al. 2015). Thinking that social media
platforms are superior to other platforms, increases the overall credibility and influence of online media
(Vasterman 2018).
When viewpoints are strengthened and contradicting viewpoints are attacked, an online discussion
becomes polarised. This leads to people only reinforcing their opinions and not changing them (Aarts et
al. 2015). Aarts et al. (2015) found in the online debate about De Oostvaardersplassen that people tend
to polarise the debate instead of trying to come closer to each other. Thinking in these frames creates
negative emotions towards the persons in the other group (Mendez, Cosby, and Mohanty 2018). By
giving a news item a specific emotion, journalists are able to evoke corresponding feelings in readers,
influencing how people feel about the conflict (Sabatier and Huveneers 2018).
The fact that emotional arguments are an important component of the online discussion is strengthened
by the algorithms of social media platforms (Vasterman 2018). The messages with a strong emotional
content tends to spread faster (Stieglitz et al. 2014) and when this strong emotion is negative, it tends
to get even more response online (Shugars and Beauchamp 2019). In this way, people read more
messages with strong negative emotions than messages with a more neutral tone. Because the income
of social media platforms depends on keeping people engaged and reading articles (Larsson 2015) the
incentive is to develop algorithms that push articles that provoke a negative emotional response (Kaske,
Kügler, and Smolnik 2012). Due to the underlying goal of social media platforms, the online discussion
could be steered in a way where strong negative messages dominate the debate. The question is, to
what extend social media influences what society reads in an environment where people could easily
tailor what information they see (Feezell 2018).
Online discussions tend to focus more on social issues compared to offline discussions. The online
discussions are framed towards emotional argumentation, which is also used by traditional media to
ensure that news articles go viral. Social media platforms try to hold the attention of the user as long as
possible, by creating a personal filter bubble. When users do not interact with people with different
viewpoints, the user is strengthened in its own frame. The online algorithms strengthen the importance
of emotions in the online debate, by pushing messages with a strong negative emotions.

2.4 Conceptual framework
Looking into the definition of a media hype provided multiple concepts that can be applied to social
media hypes in general. Literature agreed that a social media hype starts with a trigger event, causing
an enormous increase in the number of messages. How the number of messages exactly develops over
time is still unclear, since there is no consensus in literature. Literature shows that a social media hype
follows two or three interest waves, which contain most of the social media messages. The majority of
the concepts found by looking at the definition of a media hype are about the development in number of
messages over time. Relevant literature looked at the number of messages over time to find patterns in
social media hypes (Stevens et al. 2016; Pang 2013; Neuman et al. 2014). This implies that analysing
the development of number of messages over time leads to a better understanding of social media
hypes.
Other concepts found when looking at the definition of a media hype are related to the content of the
online discussion. The literature reviews showed that unlike a media hype, a social media hype never
fades out completely. Instead, it becomes part of a broader discussion. This is demonstrated in the
research of Stevens et al. (2016). The discussion in the online debate is based on emotional
argumentations when compared to the arguments used in traditional media. The presence of emotion
is also pushed by the algorithms of social media. The echo chamber created by the algorithms of social
media platforms establish an environment where users their own beliefs are confirmed. This creates
negative emotions towards users with other viewpoints, leading to polarisation of the debate. The
emotions and polarisation of social media hypes is researched extensively in literature (Mathijssen,
Breman, and Stevens 2019; Korthagen, Dekker, and Breman 2020; Aarts et al. 2015). Analysing the
content and emotions of social media hypes leads to a better understanding of social media hypes.
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The theoretical framework highlighted the importance of personal profiles on social media platforms.
Personal profiles are not only important for the platforms since they enable them to sell the data of users.
In addition, personal profiles are important for the creation of social networks. Online messages can be
created by anyone. The interaction between traditional media and social media is important for the online
debate. News items published by traditional media give credibility to the online debate. Needing a
personal profile is one of the criteria that sets the online media apart from traditional media. Literature
suggested that a hype gains momentum when the topic is discussed across different platforms. The
different social media platforms all made their own design decisions, influencing the societal debate on
these platforms e.g. Twitter only allowing short messages making it hard to provide nuance. The effect
of platforms on the debate and who participates in the online debate is researched to some degree
(Overveld 2019; Jongkoen 2014; Mathijssen, Breman, and Stevens 2019). The theoretical framework
suggest that analysing the participants of the online debate and the platforms used, leads to a better
understanding of social media hypes.
The themes discussed in this theoretical framework can be divided into three main pillars: The number
of messages, the content of the debate and the participants and platforms used. These three pillars
explain the development of a social media hype over time. Researching the concepts discussed for each
pillar will lead to a better understanding of the development of social media hypes. These pillars are
themes grounding the theory of a social media hype through time. Figure 3 shows that there is room for
additional pillars. In future research, more pillars could be added to better understand the development
of a social media hype over time. For now, only three pillars are researched. This because of the limited
time of this research.

Figure 3. The conceptual model of this research. The three pillars: number of messages, content of
messages & participants and platforms are the three concepts that together ground the understanding of
the development of a social media hype over time.
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3 Methodology
This chapter describes how this explorative study into social media hypes is researched. This is done
by using a mixed methods approach and a multi case study design. The data collected are the results
from semi-structured interviews and the analysis of social media messages. The analysis of these two
data types lead to a comprehensive understanding of social media hypes in the Dutch nature
conservation sector.

3.1 Character of the thesis
3.1.1 Explorative nature
The theoretical framework is the lens used for gathering and analysing the data. It underlined that the
concept of what a social media hype entails is still unsettled and barely applied to nature related
discussions. Consequently, this research has an exploratory nature. The way in how the concepts found
in the theoretical framework of each pillar are represented in the Dutch nature conservation sector is
explored using the qualitative research approach of semi-structured interviews. This answers the first
research question. Understanding how the different concepts that describe a social media hype are
applied to the Dutch nature conservation sector. Using semi-structured interviews gives the flexibility
needed in explorative research. By showing a comprehensive view of how the concepts found in theory
are reflected in the development of a social media hype, without exactly knowing beforehand what these
concepts entails. The second and third research questions, about understand the development of a
social media hype over time and finding patterns in these concepts by comparing multiple hypes, are
answered using a quantitative analysis. In this quantitative analysis, the social media messages of
different social media hypes are analysed over time. To ensure that this analysis is done in a structured
and efficient way, a standardized script is applied to the social media messages of the different hypes.

3.1.2 Mixed methods approach
Using two or more methods to study one phenomenon is called the mixed method approach (Kumar
2014). The main argument for using the mixed method approach is that the strengths of multiple
methods are combined to improve the accuracy and depth of the research (Kumar 2014). In this
research, the mixed method approach is applied on the level of data collection and data analysis (Kumar
2014). The results of the interviews are used as input for the analysis of the social media messages.
The semi-structured interviews are used to validate the choice of the hypes and the start day of each
hype. This way of using mixed method is called the sequential mixed method design (Onwuegbuzie and
Johnson 2006). The data collected in a previous phase is used to inform a later phase (Onwuegbuzie
and Johnson 2006). The sequence of using the results of the qualitative analyse as input for the
quantitative analysis is done oftentimes in research with an explorative nature (Cameron 2009).
The results of both data collection methods are analysed independently. Then integrated by comparing
them. Comparing the results of both methods creates a more robust understanding of the findings, since
data triangulations increases the validity of the results (Fielding 2012; Hesse-Biber 2010). This robust
understanding is not only found when the results are in line with each other. Contradictory results can
also lead to interesting perspectives (Hesse-Biber 2010). The results found with the analysis of the
social media messages are validated afterwards. The results are sent back to the interviewees to
validate the interpretation done by the researcher.
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3.1.3 Multi case study design
The concepts found in the semi-structured interviews are analysed in three social media hypes.
Analysing three social media hypes can show both similarities and contradictions between the cases
within the limited time frame.

Selection of the social media hypes

The social media hypes analysed had to fit some criteria. The cases had to be about nature related
topics discussed in Dutch. The hypes took place in the last 5 years, so that experts can recall information
about these hypes during the interviews. The cases should be relevant and add to the existing body of
literature. This means that De Oostvaardersplassen social media hypes is not used as case. The social
media hypes needed to have generated online discussion for the time frame of a year. This is the time
frame used in this research. Lastly, the online discussions needed to have developed over time like
expected based on the theoretical framework.

The choice for the three social media hypes

The first indication of which online discussions are social media hypes, are based on the results of
Breman et al. (2018). Some of the found topics in Breman et al. (2018) like hunting, birds or wildlife
photography do not fit the criteria of social media hypes described in the theoretical framework. The
online discussion about insect extinction followed the pattern of a social media hype. It looked like it
started with a trigger event (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). Another online discussion used
as case for this research is the social media hype about the return of the wolf in The Netherlands. This
discussion shows peaks in number of messages over time. The social media messages contain lots of
emotions (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). The online discussion about forest logging has
similarities with De Oostvaardersplassen social media hype. New news about forest logging is an echo
of previous cover. The discussion seems to be triggered by a newspaper article (Mac van Dinther 2019;
Niek Opten 2019; Joop Bouma 2019). During the interviews, these three online discussions are verified
as actual social media hypes by the experts. The start day of the social media hypes are verified by the
experts during the interviews.

Explanation of the three social media hypes

The explanation of each social media hype are mostly based on newspaper articles.

Forest logging
The start of this social media hype is expected to be on the 31st of January 2019. Mr. van Beusekom,
calling himself one of the old directors of Staatsbosbeheer, heavily criticised the way Staatsbosbeheer
and the Dutch nature management association Natuurmonumenten were managing their forest
concessions in a local newspaper article (Remke Spijkers 2019). This newspaper article gained
considerable attention in the media. News items starting to pop up. These news items voices opinions
of experts about the critique of Mr. van Beusekom (Frits van Beusekom 2019; Johannes Visscher 2019;
Mac van Dinther 2019; Niek Opten 2019; Joop Bouma 2019). A month later, Natuurmonumenten
responded to the media attention and expressed to be overwhelmed by it (De Volkskrant 2019). The
organisation re-evaluated the opinion of their own members regarding their forest concessions. These
results showed that the majority of their members stood behind the current forest logging policy (Naim
Derbali 2019).These results were not in line with the opinions online. Natuurmonumenten decided
regardless of the results of their evaluation to change their management objectives. This to meet the
minority of their members who were against their logging management (De Volkskrant 2019).
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Insect extinction
In the past few years, there were always some social media messages about insects related topics
(Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). The number of social media messages increased enormously
by the publication of a German research on the 18th of October in 2017. This research found a decline
in the number of insect biomass in German nature areas of 75 percent over 27 years (Hallmann et al.
2017). On the same day, the newspaper The Guardian posted an article about the results of the German
research (Carrington 2017). Other newspaper followed (Moore 2017; Jaspers 2017; Warwick 2018).
The online discussion was mostly based on the validity of the research and the causes for the decline
in insect biomass (Kleis 2017; Jaspers 2017; Radbouw Universiteit 2017).

Return of the wolf
The first wolf was spotted in The Netherlands In March of 2015. This caused a lot of offline and online
media attention (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). Before different wolves settled in The
Netherlands, every new sighting of a wolf caused a peak in the number of social media posts (Breman,
Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). Since October 2017, the online discussions is more structured (Breman,
Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). Nowadays every new fact about the wolves is still interesting. Like how
many sheep are killed in a night (NOS 2019c), potential new wolf territories (NOS 2019b) and the birth
of wolf cubs (NOS 2019a). This social media hype contains both positive and negative argumentations
about the return of the wolf. Some people are positive and feel that the return of the wolf has a positive
effect on nature (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). Others place the return of the wolf in a heavy
debate (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). These participants mostly talk about human safety
(Redactie 2018; Keulemans 2018; Schildkamp 2019) and a monetary compensation for the loss of
sheep or potential game by farmers and hunters (Nieuwsuur 2019; Misérus 2018).
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3.1.4 Research strategy
The strategy of this research is to verify how the concepts found in the theoretical framework can be
applied to the Dutch nature conservation sector. This is examined with semi-structured interviews with
experts. This is then followed by the analysis of the social media messages of three social media hypes.
In this analysis, the concepts found important by the interviewees are plotted over time. The results of
these plots are compared across the three hypes. This will give insight into the patterns of a social media
hype over time. The research strategy is visualized in Figure 4. The three social media hypes are used
to ground the different pillars of the conceptual model.

Figure 4. The visualisation of the research strategy used in this research.
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3.2 Data collection
3.2.1 Literature
The literature used in this research is mostly peer-reviewed literature. Literature is collected using the
web databases of Wageningen University and Google Scholar. The starting point of literature about
social media hypes is the research by Vasterman (2005). Other relevant literature about (social) media
hypes is found by looking at the literature list of the research of Vasterman (2005) and by looking at
similar research suggested by Google Scholar.
Grey literature sources are used only when recommended by supervisors or experts. This was mostly
literature about De Oostvaardersplassen discussion. The newspaper articles used in this research are
gathered using search terms for each hype in Google.

3.2.2 Information for the Python script
Information needed to create the script is found by looking up specific functions on the website Stack
overflow. This is an open community where developers ask coding questions answered experts can
answer (Stackoverflow n.d.). A Python package is only used when meeting the following conditions.
Firstly, the package can work on the platform Anaconda 2. This platform is used to create the script in.
Secondly, the use of the package should be possible within the time frame. Thirdly, background
information of the packages is available on the internet. Based on these conditions is determined that
the visualisation of the data is done with the package Matplotlib and the sentiment analysis with the
sentiment analysis package Vader (Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner) of the NLTK
(Natural Language Toolkit) package. For specific information about Matplotlib and panda dataframes,
the website of Matplotlib or the website for dataframes is used (Hunter 2012; The pandas development
Time n.d.). Information on the Vader package was found via multiple websites (Github Inc 2020; Project
2020; Pandey 2018).

3.2.3 Semi-structured interviews
The purpose of the interviews is to get in-depth information on how the theory of the theoretical
framework can be applied to the Dutch nature conservation sector. This answers the first research
question, about understanding the concepts of a social media hype in the Dutch nature conservation
sector. Later in the research, the interviewees are asked to look over the overall results. This because
they worked with social media during the hypes and therefore can interpret certain outliers or trends.
Since the key informants need time to dive into the results and think about possible causes for the
trends, they are asked to give meaning to the results via email within a 14-day time period. The key
informants will be asked to explain the results of this thesis for the social media hype they are most
familiar with.

The choice to work with the semi-structured interview design

The choice to work with semi-structured interviews is made since both flexibility and structure is needed
in the interview format.
Flexibility is needed due to the explorative nature of this part of the research. A semi-structure design
gives interviewees the opportunity to provide additional information and highlight specific topics that they
found most interesting (Horton, Macve, and Struyven 2004). Furthermore, having the opportunity to
change the order of topics discussed will improve the flow of the interview. The topics discussed are
complex and some questions are sensitive, so a good environment is needed between the researcher
and interviewee.

2

Link to the website: https://www.anaconda.com/ The Anaconda version 1.9.7 was used to run Spider version 3.3.6 with a Python
3.7 script.
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Yet, structure is also needed in the interview format. The topics that are discussed in the interviews are
based on the different aspects of a social media hype found in the theoretical framework. Since
information on all aspects need to be discussed in the interviews, a structure approach is needed to
ensure this (Rabionet 2011). This structure gives the opportunity to compare the findings across different
interviewees.

Interview format

The interview format can be found in Appendix I. The topics discussed are based on the theoretical
framework. First is asked about social media hypes in general, by asking what the interviewees see as
a social media hype and what they think of the concept of a trigger event. Then is asked about the trigger
event, development and participants of a specific hype linked to the knowledge of the interviewee. The
last part of the interview is about the social media platforms and how they influence the discussion.
The case specific questions are asked to experts who are thought to know the development of these
hypes the best. This is confirmed in previous emails. The interviewees gave permission for recording
the interview and using the results for this research.
Each interview is recorded with a mobile app and transcribed word for word. These results are stored
according to the privacy guidelines of the Forest- and nature conservation policy chair group of
Wageningen University.

Choosing the interviewees

Three experts are interviewed. The interviewees are people working at different organisations in the
nature conservation sector who work with social media data. They are familiar with the three social
media hypes that are used as the cases and have ideas about the development of (these) social media
hypes.
The initial contact information of the interviewees is given by Bas Breman, with whom is discussed who
best to contact. The interviewees are contacted by email about this research and their willingness to
participate. One of the experts was not available within the time frame of the research. Therefore, one
of her colleagues was interviewed. She, however, was not able to go into detail about the return of the
wolf. Therefore, during this interview, no in-depth information about the participants, trigger event and
start of this hype is available.

Considerations of using semi-structured interviews

The risk of working with interviews is that the researcher need to have skills in being able to lead the
interviewee through the interview (Kumar 2014). The researcher in this thesis has limited experience
with doing interviews. The inexperience of the researcher could lead to researcher bias, where the
researcher has a bias towards specific answers based on previous interviews. This can decrease the
quality of the results (Kumar 2014). Therefore, the researcher needs to read into the different interview
topics as best as possible, although the information about these is limited.
Interviewing a few experts is done to get a more comprehensive view of the development of a social
media hype in the Dutch nature conservation sector. Interviewing multiple experts could however lead
to an increased researcher bias, where the results of previous interviews influence the results of
following interviews. This is minimalized by trying to strictly follow the research format.
Furthermore, the interviews are done in Dutch, giving the experts the best opportunity to express
themselves. They are held face-to-face to give the opportunity for follow up questions. The researcher
travels to the interviewee to limit the time consumption of the research and the familiar space will help
create an atmosphere in which sensitive questions could be asked.
These transcribed results of the interviews are sent back in a PDF file to each interviewee.
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3.2.4 Social media messages
The purpose of the analysis of social media messages is to understand the development of a social
media hype over time across the aspects found in the interviews and theory. Then, the results of the
analysis of social media messages of the three cases are compared, to see if patterns can be
recognized. This part of the research will therefore answer the second and third research question,
about the development of hypes over time and the patterns across hypes.

Collecting social media messages with Coosto

Recent research about Dutch social media data in the nature or agricultural sector use the social media
communication tool Coosto to gather and analyse the social media messages (Aarts et al. 2015; Stevens
et al. 2018; Overveld 2019; Mathijssen and Breman 2019; Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). This
tool collects messages from the most popular online platforms like Twitter, Facebook & online forums
(Daas and Puts 2014). In this research, the social media messages in Coosto are exported to CSV files.
These files have the following columns: date, URL, type (comment/post), discussion length, views,
author, followers, influence (calculated by Coosto), GPS coordinates, text, type of source and title of the
message. (Coosto 2019).

Time frame
The time frame in which the social media messages are collected is a year. Starting three months before
the supposed trigger event and nine months after. This to test if the supposed trigger event has an
influence on the development and to see the possible end of the hype. For the social media hype forest
logging, the trigger event is set as the article by Mr van Beusekom in De Telegraaf (06-02-2019), for the
social media hype insect extinction, this trigger event is thought to be the publication of the German
research in PlosOne (18-10-2017) and for the social media hype of the wolf, this trigger event is thought
to be the settlement of the first wolf in The Netherlands (8-05-2018). These dates are verified with the
experts during the interviews.

Search terms
The social media messages for a specific discussion can be gathered in Coosto by giving specific search
terms and a time frame. Coosto will gather the messages that contain the words or word groups of these
search terms. The search terms used in this research are chosen by looking through the words used in
online available newspaper articles for each hype. Words that are associated with that hype are noted
and are grouped into topics describing the hype. These groups of topics are, together with general words
describing the topic, used as search terms for gathering the social media messages. This is done for
each hype within the time frame. The general words describing the topic are different words to describe
the same phenomenon. For example, forest & trees. Because the search terms are grouped by topic,
they are seen in this research as a proxy for the topics discussed during the hypes. Each CSV file is
looked at before the analysis to ensure that the chosen search terms have meaning. Coosto plots the
number of messages over time. These plots are studied beforehand to ensure that there is some
discussion about the topic within the time frame. The search terms used to gather the messages for
each hype can be found in Appendix II.

Considerations of the analyses of social media messages

Coosto is a paid service that has its own way of structuring the found social media data. It is also not
transparent in how social media messages are exactly gathered and analysed. During the research was
found that different paragraphs of the same blogpost or news item where seen as different social media
messages. Since it is not known how the data is gathered, it is hard to understand which information is
missed.
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Coosto only extracts messages that are publicly available, for example which can be posted without an
account or participants without specific privacy settings (Gao 2018). In 2018, there was a Facebook
privacy scandal where personal information on Facebook was used for political advertising. This lead to
stricter privacy regulations. Compared to Twitter, there are less social media messages available of
Facebook. In addition, Instagram messages are not publicly available since 2018 (Breman, Mathijssen,
and Stevens 2018).
Furthermore, the search terms used to gather the messages try to only gather relevant messages, but
on average 50 percent of the Dutch social media messages are noise (Daas et al. 2015). There is not
yet a structured way to separate meaningful messages from noise (Daas et al. 2015).

3.3 Data analysis
3.3.1 The interview results
The results of the three interviews are divided into the three pillars of a social media hype. The results
are summarized based on what information is relevant and can be analysed in the social media
messages. Both the results where experts agree with each other as where they disagree are discussed
in the results. The interview results are used as basis for what is needed to analyse in the social media
messages.

3.3.2 The analyses of social media messages
Coosto is a tool for storing and analysing social media messages. However, for the analyses of data for
scientific purposes, there are a couple of downsides to using Coosto. It is unknown how the analyses
are performed by Coosto, making it unclear what the bias the analyses is (Breman, Mathijssen, and
Stevens 2018; Overveld 2019). Furthermore, analyses performed on big datasets are found to be
inconsistent (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). Since the analyses performed with this research
could be complex and with a high amount of data, Coosto does not seem the most reliable tool to use
for the analyses. That is why Coosto will be only be used to gather the data and export it to CSV files.

The analyses of social media messages with Python

To analyse the social media messages in a time efficient and structured way, a Python script is made
that can be applied to each hype. How this script exactly works is explained in appendix III. Python is a
free programming language that is relatively easy to learn. The researcher is familiar with this
programming language, which makes it a logical choice to work with Python. For doing complex
calculation, specific packages can be used that have pre-written programming functions. These
packages make the programming easier, reduce the change of errors and some of these are already
extensively tested by programmers or researchers. The advantages of using an open source tool like
Python over a closed source tool like Coosto is that the algorithms can be seen and can be adapted to
a specific purpose.

Choices made during the analyses of the social media hypes
There are a couple of new terms and decisions in the results of the analyses of social media messages.
These are stated below.

Baseline
Literature suggests that the trigger event of a social media hype causes an increase in social media
messages of 150 percent (Bodystun, Hardy, and Walgrave 2014). To see if using this baseline in finding
the trigger event of a hype is useful, the relative number of messages is plotted against this baseline of
a relative increase of 1.5.
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Finding trends over time
To give an overall view of the data over time, the variables of different analyses are plotted over time
per day. In these plots however, there is a lot of noise visible. To get a better understanding of the
development over time, when possible, the average values are plotted per week and month by using
the moving average calculations. The moving average per week is seen as the mean value of the
previous 7 days, where the moving average per month is the mean average of the previous 30 days.

Sentiment
The sentiment of a messages is calculated by classifying the emotion of that message. The sentiment
calculations in this research are only performed over the messages in the Coosto sources: Twitter,
Facebook, Blog, YouTube & fora’s. Sentiment calculations are most accurate over small messages.
Furthermore, messages with more words like newspaper articles are in general more nuanced.
Therefore, the sentiment over these articles is less valuable. The sentiment is not calculated over the
messages of these platforms.
Coosto has a build in tool to give sentiment to each message, where ‘-‘ means that the messages has
a negative sentiment, ‘+’ means a positive sentiment. ‘0’ means that the sentiment is not calculated. It
is however unknown on how accurate this calculation is (Klaasse 2016).
Therefore, another sentiment analysis is done with the package NLTK with the sentiment package
Vader. With this method, each message got a number between -1 and 1 for the total weight, negative,
neutral, and positive factor gives the messages a mean value between 1 and -1. The Vader package
works by a combination of methods. It has a build in pre-defined list of words, which all have an emotion
score (Hale Shapiro, Sudhof, and Wilson 2020). These words are then compared to the words found in
each message. In addition, it looks at the place of each word within a sentence, to determine the
importance of that word (Hale Shapiro, Sudhof, and Wilson 2020). The sentiment analysis found in the
results section are based on this calculation.
Other research within this sector work with the sentiment calculations of Coosto, making it interesting to
see the difference in sentiment values between calculation. Therefore, the sentiment values of Coosto
and Vader are compared and can be found in Figure 14 in Appendix VI. To be able to compare
calculation, the sentiment values of Coosto needed to be transformed. all messages which got a ‘+’
according to Coosto got a 1, messages with a ‘-‘ got a -1 and messages with no sentiment value got a
0.

Coosto sources and websites as source
The Coosto exports have a column called ‘type bron’, which in this research is called Coosto source. In
this column, the source of each messages is divided into for example blog, forum, Facebook, news etc.
Most analyses related to platform use are based upon the classification of this column.
Next to this classification, the platform use can be determined by looking at the website links of each
message. This column is created by removing the first part of the website (https://) and removing the
last part of the website. This is done by removing everything after the last ‘/’ so that the platforms used
can be researched in more detail. This column is called: ‘source_website’. A message is classified as
news according to the Coosto source column, the ‘source_website’ column states which news platform
is used.

Duplicate messages
Some messages are gathered in multiple search terms of a hype. These duplicate messages are
present multiple times in the dataset. The duplicate messages are written to the csv file:
hypename_duplicates_searchterms and analyses are performed over the number of duplicate
messages. For this research is chosen to perform all analyses except the number of messages per user,
with the duplicate dataset. This because without knowing which words in the search terms cause this
overlap, the duplicate messages can only be removed at random. Meaning that the message will be
removed for one search word and not the other at random which influences the results.
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3.4 Ethical considerations
3.4.1 The ethical considerations of the interviews
At the beginning of the interview is asked if it is okay to mention their name in the research and record
the interview. This guarantees that they have proven when their information is misinterpreted or
misused. After all results are analysed, these are send back via email not only for input but also to
ensure that they agree with the way in which their information is used and they have the opportunity to
correct this.

3.4.2 The ethical considerations of using social media messages
The information posted on social media can be used without interaction with the person who posted it
Unless the subject can be harmed or participants can be identified directly (Moreno et al. 2013). What
exactly is harmful to the participant is open for debate. Some researchers suggest that extracting
information is mostly done to manipulate the user, which is accepted for some purposes (Obole, Welsh,
and Cruz 2012). Using data to manipulate people into buying specific products is ethically excepted, but
advertising for political parties is often seen as political brainwashing (Obole, Welsh, and Cruz 2012).
The use of personal data attributes, like age, is almost always seen as harmful. This is for example done
by extracting personal information from LinkedIn, or by combing data source to link personal data to an
online profile (Moreno et al. 2013). However, sometimes participants state these personal attributes on
their online platforms themselves. For example, journalists that clearly state personal attributes like the
newspaper they work for on their online profile. Expected is that this is done to give more weight to their
posts to reach more people. Meaning that the participants want people to know these personal
attributes. In this study, to protect the privacy of the users, no personal attributes are looked up of a
participant. However, when a participant mentioned these themselves on their profile, this is not found
harmful and can be used to group participants.
The ethical concerns for this research can be mitigated with clear contact with the interviewees, giving
enough opportunity to respond to the use of their results. Furthermore, by not looking specifically into
profiles of the social media users, the ethical considerations regarding the analyses of social media
hypes can also be mitigated.
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4 Results
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the results of the interviews and the analyses of social media messages are described
and compared to get a better understanding of the patterns of social media hypes. This chapter is
structured according to the three pillars: number of messages, the content of the messages and the
participants and platforms used. First, the results of the interviews will be presented. Followed by the
results of the analyses of social media messages. These two results are then compared. Appendix IV
shows the file names that correspond with the file numbers mentioned this section. The data files are
stored in the FNP database.
First, an small introduction is given on the results of the interviews.

Results of the interviews: introduction

The term social media hype is not used by the organisations where the interviewees work. Still, the
interviewees all had their own understanding of what a social media hype entails. One interviewee
explained that within their nature conservation organisation, a media hype was recognized as a peak in
the number of messages shown in Coosto. This peak was referred to as a ‘dingetje’, a thing, in the
communication department. Another interviewee said to differentiate between positive and negative
media hypes. Where media attention that had a negative influence on the organisation were called a
crisis. Media attention that had a positive influence on the organisation was a successful media
campaign. The other interviewee saw a social media hype as an online discusses where there was a lot
of buzz around. Throughout this chapter, the views of the interviewees on a social media hype in the
Dutch nature conservation sector is explained more in detail.

4.2 Pillar 1: the number of social media messages
This part of the results focusses on the number of messages over time. The concepts discussed for this
pillar are the trigger event and the duration of a social media hype. The results of the interviews can be
read in section 4.2.1. The results of the analyses of social media messages can be read in section 4.2.2.
The results of the interviews and analyses of social media messages are compared in section 4.2.3. In
the comparison, some extra analyses are added to get a better understanding of the underlying
mechanisms of the results.
There are examples of social media hypes in other domains that start with a trigger event (Stevens et
al. 2018; Pang 2013). These trigger event generated two or three interest waves (Pang 2013) before
the discussion fades out. Stevens et al. (2018) found that social media hypes never faded out completely
and could be stirred up again.

4.2.1 Results expert interviews
Trigger event

When talking about the start of social media hypes, all experts confirmed the existence of a trigger event.
A trigger event is called patient zero. Patient zero is usually a newspaper articles that is identified after
the social media hype happened. The example given was the publication of the German research about
the decline in insect populations in PlosOne.
Later in the interviews came forward that an online discussion not always starts with a trigger event.
Sometimes, different online groups discuss a topic, and when a newspaper article is published about
this topic in a national newspaper, it becomes important on national level and is then a social media
hype. Topics that are ‘slumbering’ can become a social media hype due to a trigger event. The case of
forest logging is given as example by one of the experts, where the newspaper article by Mr. van
Beusekom is seen as the trigger event. But not seen as the start of the online discussion.
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The duration of a social media hype

Two of the three interviewees suggested that a social media hype can have multiple trigger events.
Multiple trigger events can occur if there is a small time period between trigger events. One expert sees
a media hype as something brief, meaning that it lasts for one or two days. All experts think that De
Oostvaardersplassen is an exemption because of two reasons. First, De Oostvaardersplassen social
media hype takes longer than a couple of days. Secondly, the next peak can be expected beforehand,
as the online debate will take off just before winter. These later peaks in interest were considered by
some interviewees as new social media hypes and other as new trigger events of the same social media
hype. One of the interviewees agreed that for the hype forest logging, there is a higher chance that the
online discussion is more active in spring than winter. This interviewee did however not see this hype
as an exemption because he found it more unpredictable of when a new peak arises.

4.2.2 Results of the analyses of social media messages
Looking at the absolute number of messages and relative number of messages over
time

The interviewees agreed with the findings in literature, on that the trigger event of a social media hype
causes a huge increase in the number of social media messages. By looking at the number of social
media messages over time, the trigger event day is tried to be identified. Both the absolute and the
relative change in number of messages are plotted over time. This to see if it is more useful to look at
the relative increase, like suggested by Bodystun et al. (2014) or the absolute numbers. This is used by
the experts to identify a social media hype.
Figure 5 shows the total number of social media messages per day over the time period of 12 months,
starting three months before the supposed trigger event day of that hype. This figure is compared to
Figure 6, where the relative change in number of messages per day is plotted for the same time period
for each hype. This relative change is calculated by dividing the number of messages of a specific day
by the number of messages of the previous day. The relative change is plotted against the baseline
trigger event line, which is set on a relative increase of 150 percent. The exact data can be found in file
1. Chapter 4.2.3 explains which method is best in finding the trigger event.
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Figure 5. Line graphs of the total number of social media
messages over time per day , for the social media hypes: forest
logging, insect extinction and the return of the wolf.
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Figure 6. The relative change in number of social media
messages, for the social media hypes: forest logging, insect
extinction and the return of the wolf against the baseline of
a trigger event which is set at an relative increase of 150
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Forest logging
The newspaper article by Mr. van Beusekom in De Telegraaf (6-02-2019) was hypothesised to be a
trigger event for the hype regarding forest logging. Figure 5, shows that on this day, 417 messages were
posted. This day has a relative increase -6 percent and was therefore not reported as a trigger event
day.
In total, there are eight days where the relative increase was above 150 percent. The day with the most
messages, 2282, was on 8-04-2019 and had a relative increase of 306 percent.

Insect extinction
On the day of the hypothesised trigger event, which is the publication of the German research in PlosOne
(18-10-2017), there was a relative increase of 1844 percent in the total number of messages. This day
is marked as a trigger event day. A day later, the total number of messages per day almost doubled to
3743, this day is the day with the highest number of messages.
The relative increase was higher than 150 percent for 27 days in the 365-day period.

The return of the wolf
The day that the wolf officially settled in The Netherlands (08-05-2018) had only 71 messages. The
relative decrease was -15 percent compared to the day before.
The relative increase was highest on 16-01-2019, with an increase of 2990 percent. In the timeframe,
there were 37 days where the relative increase was higher than 150 percent.

Comparison between hypes
There is more discussion about forest logging throughout the time period compared to insect extinction
or the return of the wolf. The online discussions about insect extinction and the return of the wolf seems
to differ compared to the discussion regarding forest logging since in both cases the online activity
mostly takes place around peaks of media attention. The online discussion regarding forest logging is
quite active between peaks in the number of messages. This is also shown in Figure 6, where forest
logging can have a relative increase of 2 or 3 times the number of messages Insect extinction and the
return of the wolf can have a 20 time increase over night.

Looking at the trend in number of messages over time

To get a clearer picture of the trend in number of messages over time, and whether or not it follows the
trends expected in literature and by the interviewees, the moving average is calculated for the number
of messages per 7 days (week) and per 30 days (month). This is done by taking the average number of
messages of the previous 7 and 30 days. In Figure 7, the moving average per week (blue line) and
month (pink line) are plotted against the number of messages per day (grey dots) for each hype. The
results are based on file 2.
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Figure 7. Line graphs of the total number of social media messages over time per day
, and the calculated moving average per 7 & 30 days. For the social media hypes:
forest logging, insect extinction and the return of the wolf.
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The peaks in number of messages of Figure 5 are still clearly visible when looking at the moving average
over the last seven days for all three hypes.

Forest logging

The moving average over 30 days shows one big peak around the supposed start of the hype, combining
the smaller peaks of the moving average over seven days. After this, the moving average over 30 days
is lower, although there seems to be an increase at the end of the analysis period.

Insect extinction

For this hype, the moving average over seven days and over 30 days both show that there are two big
peaks in number of messages, where in between these two peaks, there is not much discussion.

The return of the wolf

The moving average over seven days and 30 days show clear peaks in number of messages and
between these peaks there is not much discussion. The biggest peak is at the end of the time frame.

4.2.3 Comparing interviews results with the social media analyses
In this part of the results, the results of the interviews and analyses of social media messages are
compared to get a better understand in the beginning and duration of a social media hype.

Monitoring the absolute or relative number of messages

To see if it is best to monitor the absolute or relative number of messages in social media hypes, further
analyses is done. In table 1, the days hypothesised as trigger event days, days with the highest number
of messages and days with the highest amount of relative increase are presented for each hype.
Table 1. The days with the highest number of messages, highest relative increase, and the supposed trigger
event day per hype. The data is collected from file 1.

Hype
name
Forest
logging

Insect
extinction

Return of
wolf

Date

Absolute
number

Relative
change

Possible
trigger
event

Event

6-2-2019
8-4-2019
3-10-2019

417
2282
1630

-0.06
3.06
3.6

no trigger
trigger
trigger

supposed trigger event day
highest number of messages a day
highest relative increase

18-10-2017
19-10-2017
27-12-2017

2352
3743
1775

18.44
0.59
26.31

trigger
no trigger
trigger

supposed trigger event day
highest number of messages a day
highest relative increase

8-5-2018
10-8-2018
16-1-2019

71
2226
1205

-0.15
3.31
29.9

no trigger
trigger
trigger

supposed trigger event day
highest number of messages a day
highest relative increase
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For all three examples, the supposed trigger event days were not the days with the highest number of
messages or highest relative increase. Only for the hype insect extinction, the supposed trigger event
day has a high relative increase and is therefore marked as trigger event day.
For all three hypes, the supposed trigger event day did not have the highest absolute or relative number
of messages. This could mean that these days were not the days on which the actual trigger event
occurred. It could also mean that an online discussion does not necessarily take off with one trigger
event, but can slumber before taking off, like explained in the interviews. To see which option is more
likely, firstly, the topics during the dates of table 1 are discussed for the three hypes 3. We see many
events with high relative increases, while there are few peaks in absolute number of messages. This is
unexpected but caused by the low overall number of messages.

Forest logging
When looking more in detail at the dates of table 1, like expected, most post titles of the day of the
supposed trigger event (06-02-2019) are about the critique on the forest logging management of the
nature conservation organisations 4. On the day with the highest number of messages (08-04-2019),
multiple topics are discussed that together cause a peak in social media messages. A lot of posts on
this day are about the cooperation of Shell and Staatsbosbeheer to plant 5 million trees contributing to
the reduction of nitrogen 5. Another discussion that is talked about a lot on this day is the transformation
of nature areas by using N2000 policy 6. These two topics together with smaller discussions like a petition
against large scale forest clearing 7, formed the peak in number of messages on this day. On the day
with the highest relative increase (3-10-2019), the biggest part of the discussion is about a subsidy policy
regarding biomass power plants 8. It does appear that forest logging is not one topic, but many smaller
topics which aggregate into what appears one large continuous discussion. The content of the hypes,
and how it changes over time is discussed more in detail in the results of pillar 2: the content of the
debate.

Insect extinction
The day of the supposed trigger event (18-20-2017), the debate is dominated by articles about the
results of the research 9, like expected beforehand. The next day, the day with the highest number of
messages, the debate is still dominated by this topic. A smaller discussions was about the future impact
of the decline in insects 10. The day with the highest relative increase (27-12-2017), does not contain
much posts with titles, making it unclear where the debate was about. When looking more closely at the
content of the messages, one thread seems to jump out. This thread is about an article written in Het
Financieel Dagblad explaining the connection between the loss of insect biomass and the decline in
number of wooden structures (houtwallen)11.

3
This is done by selecting the right day in the column: date_format, then selecting only the posts in the column ‘ type’ in file 3.
This because it is unclear to understand on what topic the comments are responses of. Then is looked at the title of the comments
to view the title of the news articles that are posted.
4
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2019/02/06/hoe-staatsbosbeheerzijn-eigen-draagvlak-wegkapt-a3653196
5
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://nos.nl/artikel/2279529-shell-klant-kan-extra-betalenom-co2-neutraal-te-tanken.html
6
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://www.volkskrant.nl/nieuws-achtergrond/eenzameboomstronk-tekent-oorlog-om-het-bos~b4184f63/
7
An example of a message about this topic found in file 2: https://Twitter.com/DeAchterhoekNWS/status/1115143837809283072
88
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://www.gelderlander.nl/arnhem/11-4-miljard-euro-aansubsidie-voor-vervuilende-biomassacentrales-weggegooid-geld~adf24748/
9
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://www.tubantia.nl/buitenland/forse-afname-aantalinsecten-in-natuurgebieden-duitsland~ab46968c/
10
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://www.rd.nl/meer-rd/groen-duurzaamheid/toe-naar-eenland-zonder-vlinders-en-hommels-1.1438769
11
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://fd.nl/ondernemen/1211739/twente-vreest-voor-zijnlaatste-houtwallen
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The return of the wolf
Some post titles of the day of the supposed trigger event (08-05-2018), are about the settlement of the
wolf 12. There are also posts less identified subjects, making it hard to find what was most talked about
on this day. For the day with most messages a day (10-08-2018), the dominant topic is clearer. That
day, the discussion was dominated by posts about sheep herders wanting compensation for sheep killed
by a wolf 13. When looking at the day with the highest increase in the number of messages for this hype
(16-01-2019), the posts of this day seem to be dominated by two big discussions. The first discussion
is about the opinion of the director of Nationaal Park De Hoge Veluwe, advocating to start controlling
the wolf population 14. The second discussion is about critique expressed farmers who have to way very
long on DNA results confirming whether their sheep are killed by a wolf 15.

Comparison
For the hype insect extinction, the day after the supposed event day was the day with the highest number
of messages. Both days where dominated by the German research results published in PlosOne. It
appears that this hype has a trigger event, with a clear topic that caused the peak in number of
messages. That the day after the publication of the research could be the day with the most messages,
is probably due to a reporting delay. For the other two hypes, the trigger event is less clear. Only
monitoring the relative or absolute increase in messages does not work in finding a trigger event for the
hypes forest logging and return of the wolf. The value of 150 percent increase does not seem to be
informative for hypes with relative little amount of messages, like the hypes insect extinction and the
return of the wolf. These two hypes have a lot of days, where the relative increase was higher than the
baseline of 150 percent. Only the supposed trigger event day of insect extinction was a trigger event
according to this reasoning.
Thus, when comparing looking at the absolute or relative number of messages per day, it is best to look
at the absolute number of messages. The insights given from both methods do not change much, but
when a hype has relatively low amount of messages the relative different between two days is higher,
meaning that the baseline of a trigger event is easily exceeded, clouding the results.

12

An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 2: https://www.rd.nl/meer-rd/groen-duurzaamheid/lerensamenleven-met-de-wolf-1.1486210
13
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 2: https://nos.nl/artikel/2245432-schapenhouders-willen-geldvan-overheid-voor-bescherming-tegen-wolf.html
14
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 2: https://www.gelderlander.nl/home/directeur-de-hoge-veluwewil-dat-afschieten-van-wolf-mogelijk-wordt~a782158d/
15
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 2: https://nos.nl/artikel/2267786-afhandeling-van-schade-doorwolven-duurt-te-lang.html
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A hype starts with one clear trigger event or with an accumulation of messages

When looking at Figure 5, especially at the hype forest logging, there is some discussion before the so
thought trigger event. To see if the discussion started before the supposed trigger event day, like
suggested by the interviewees, the number of messages a week prior to the trigger event day are
displayed in table 2. In table 2, the number of messages and relative increase in percentage are
presented for the day of that was thought to have the trigger event, and the week before this day.
Table 2. The number of messages and relative increase in percentage for the so thought trigger events and
seven days before this day for all three social media hypes (the data is gathered from file 1).

Percentage of
relative increase

Hype name:

Day before
trigger event:

Date:

Number of messages

Forest Logging

7

30/01/2019

273

22%

6

31/01/2019

361

32%

5

01/02/2019

515

43%

4

02/02/2019

256

-50%

3

03/02/2019

206

-20%

2

04/02/2019

292

42%

1

05/02/2019

445

52%

0

06/02/2019

417

-6%

7

11/10/2017

70

67%

6

12/10/2017

143

104%

5

13/10/2017

80

-44%

4

14/10/2017

28

-65%

3

15/10/2017

175

525%

2

16/10/2017

110

-37%

1

17/10/2017

121

10%

0

18/10/2017

2352

1844%

7

01/05/2018

99

-46%

6

02/05/2018

171

73%

5

03/05/2018

105

-39%

4

04/05/2018

130

24%

3

05/05/2018

93

-28%

2

06/05/2018

50

-46%

1

07/05/2018

84

68%

0

08/05/2018

71

-15%

Insect extinction

Return of the wolf

Forest logging
In the week before the supposed trigger event, there are two days where the number of messages is
higher than on the supposed trigger event day. When looking at the content of the messages of this
week, there are a lot of parallel discussions about local forest logging concessions. This could indicate
that this discussion took off by an accumulation of local discussions.
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Insect extinction
The number of messages in the week prior to the so thought trigger event where relatively low. Which
could indicate that the research results published in PlosOne could be the trigger event day of this hype.

The return of the wolf
Most days in the week prior to the trigger event have more messages than the supposed trigger event
day. When looking more closely at the content the messages, a couple of parallel discussion were
discussed a weak prior to the supposed trigger event day. Some messages are about a wolf spotted in
Drenthe, others about a wolf spotted in Groningen. There are also messages about a wolf that killed 40
German sheep. This indicates that this hype took off by an accumulation of multiple discussions.

Comparison
For hypes where the topic is clearly defined like the hype regarding insect extinction, the trigger event
is easily found. For hypes where the discussion is layered by multiple topics, this is less clear. An
accumulation of messages about different topics could start a social media hype.

The duration of a social media hype

Literature suggested that the trigger event causes a high peak in number of messages, and that each
new peak is smaller compared to previous peak (Figure 1). When looking at Figure 5 and Figure 6,
multiple peaks of number of messages for each social media hype can be seen, where some of the
following peaks have more messages compared to the first peak. In Figure 7, some of the noise of
Figure 5 and 6 is removed, but the pattern described in literature still cannot be identified. Based on the
concept of the development of a social media hype discussed in the theoretical framework, the time
frame of the hypes cannot be determined. The development advances differently than expected (Figure
1 & Figure 2). In the results section of pillar 2 is looked at the content of the discussion, whereby looking
at the change in content over time, the time frame of a hype is determined.

4.2.4 Main findings pillar 1
To find a trigger event, it is more informative to look at peaks of absolute number of messages compared
to peaks of relative change in number of messages. For the hype insect extinction, the trigger event
item is found by looking at the highest peak in absolute number of messages. Still, monitoring absolute
number of messages does not always result in finding the trigger event. For less defined hypes like
forest logging and the return of the wolf, an accumulation of discussions could result in a hype. In these
hypes, multiple topics are discussed simultaneously.
The calculated moving average over 30 days does not differ much from the number of messages per
day. The moving average over 30 days gives more insight in finding a trend in number of messages for
each hype. Still, the development of the number of messages over time does not adhere to what was
described in the theoretical framework. Meaning that the concepts found in literature, which are
confirmed by the interviewees, cannot be used to determine the time frame of these social media hypes.
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4.3 Pillar 2: The content of the online debate
A news article is written through the interpretive lens of the writer. This lens of reality can be called a
frame. Each frame communicates the issue with a different view by highlighting different arguments and
facts (A. Buijs 2009). Online, people tend to only respond to the frame they agree with (Aarts et al.
2015). This could lead to the discussion becoming polarised, where personal viewpoints are
strengthened, and contradicting viewpoints are attacked.
Journalists give a news item a specific emotion, to evoke corresponding feelings in readers, influencing
how people feel about the conflict (Sabatier and Huveneers 2018). The fact that emotional arguments
are an important component of the online discussion is strengthened by the algorithms of social media
platforms. Messages with a strong emotional content tends to spread faster (Stieglitz et al. 2014) and
when this strong emotion is negative, it tends to get even more response online (Shugars and
Beauchamp 2019).
This part of the results focusses on the content of a social media hype, by looking at the content and
emotion of a social media hype. This is done by comparing the interview results (chapter 4.3.1), with the
results of the analyses of social media hypes ( chapter 4.3.2). In this comparison (chapter 4.3.3), extra
analyses are done by hand to get a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of the results.

4.3.1 Results expert interviews
The content of the debate

Which topics become trending is according to one interviewee, due to other societal debates. Like for
example the hype of forest logging, where nature conservation organisations where watched closely
due to the debate around De Oostvaardersplassen. There was the Urgenda lawsuit, pushing to reduce
the CO2 emissions on a national scale. Around that time, nature conservation organisations started to
cut down trees to transform forests into other nature types. While there were already newspaper
headlines about reducing CO2 emissions, it seemed that the nature organisations started contradicting
management by cutting down trees and releasing CO2. This combination of factors was thought to be
the cause that the discussion became so heated.
Another interviewee agrees partly. This interviewees beliefs that the social media hype about De
Oostvaardersplassen happened due to a random occurrence of things happening in society. This
interviewee thinks that De Oostvaardersplassen hype started at random. Every discussion about
farmers, forests or animals has the potential to become a social media hype.
Social media platforms by the interviewees seen as platforms that facilitate the opportunity to vent your
own opinion and create groups. The interviewees see that the algorithms of online platforms create a
personalized bubble, where people view they agree with personally. Another interviewee confirms this,
explaining that the posts on the social media accounts of their nature organisations are different then
posts on a personal account. According to one of the interviewees, social media creates the idea that
people need to have an opinion about everything. The Netherlands has 17 million nature conservation
experts. When these self-proclaimed experts vote their extreme opinions around, it clouds the
constructed general discussion. Meaning that the online discussion is mostly based on emotions and
not on arguments and facts. It is thought that the only way to step away from this influence is to pay a
lot of money, which is not considered as an option by the nature conservation organisations.
Another interviewee mentioned that the argumentation used by nature conservation organisations are
often not reflected in the debate. In previous online discussion, their response lead to a more intense
debate. When the online discussion criticizes nature conservation organisations, they think it is best to
not respond. One interviewee did do not feel heard during the forest logging hype. Nature conservation
organisations tried to explain that they cut down a stand of trees to transform forest in biodiverse nature
using Natura 2000 guidelines. They felt that this argument was not reflected in the debate.
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The emotion in the debate

One of the interviewees mentioned that topics that have the potential to become trending are all topics
where people feel a lot of emotions about. For example, the case of forest logging for the biofuel industry.
Sharing news items that evoke strong emotions is not limited to online platforms, one of the expert’s
state that traditional media platforms try to create very sensational news items. They all play into what
is seen as a societal trend. Nuance is hardly possible in social media messages. By focussing on online
platforms, nature conservation organisations and traditional news platforms do not allow themselves to
give notice to nuance in messages. It is very easy to be anonymous online. When people do not feel
the consequences of their actions by posting them anonymously, they tend to take on extreme
viewpoints. Emotions are easily evoked by images, which can be spread efficient online. By people
being anonymous online, it is very easy to take an extreme viewpoint.

4.3.2 Results of the analyses of social media messages
Like explained in the methodology, the search term used to gather the social media messages of each
hype are seen as proxies for the topics discussed in the hypes. To understand the topics of each social
media hype, the number of messages per search term are plotted per day, just like the sum of messages
per search term over time.
The moving average of sentiment calculated by the Vader package is used to show the trend in emotion
over time. Furthermore, boxplots are used to give an indication of the range in sentiment. A big range
in emotion is seen as an indication for polarisation of the debate. These boxplots are created per search
term and per Coosto source. This shows whether polarisation is present and if this is happening in
specific topics or platforms.

The content of the discussions over time

In Figure 8, the number of social media messages per search term are plotted for the time period of
each social media hype. The data for this analysis can be found in file 3.
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Figure 8. The number of social media messages per day per search term for the social
media hypes: forest logging, insect extinction and the return of the wolf.
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The peaks of each hype are dominated by one or two topics.

Forest logging
Peaks in messages where mostly caused by an increased discussion on carbon dioxide, which is the
topic that is most discussed over time. The peaks in carbon dioxide sometimes coincide with peaks
about nature organisations. The discussion of the day of the publication of the news article by Mr. van
Beusekom (06-02-2018) was about carbon dioxide (179 messages) and the different nature
organisations (132 messages).

Insect extinction
Most peaks in number of messages are about the topics research or nature. On the day of the publication
of the research (18-10-2017), most messages had the topic research (879 messages), followed by
Armageddon (670 messages) and agriculture (453 messages). A day later, the number of messages
about research almost doubled to 1615 messages, and there were a lot of messages about Armageddon
(670 messages), agriculture (653 messages) and nature (630 messages).

The return of the wolf
The peaks in this discussion regarding the return of the wolf are most diverse, since there seem to be a
difference in topics between peaks. When looking at the development of the discussion regarding the
return of the wolf, a lot of the peaks in media attention are about the territory of the wolf or about sheep.
The day that the wolf was officially settled in The Netherlands (08-05-2018), most messages that were
posted where about the wolf territory (21 messages) and sheep (19 messages).
In Figure 9, the cumulative number of messages per search word are plotted over time. This shows
which search terms are most used over time per hype. Figure 9 is based on the data from file 3.
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Figure 9. The cumulative number of social media messages over time per search
term. For the social media hypes: forest logging, insect extinction and the return of
the wolf.
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Forest logging
From the beginning of the time frame, the search word carbon dioxide is most discussed. Followed by
organisations and deforestation. The slope for the search word agriculture and N2000 is low. Around
April (8-04-2019), there is a high increase in number of messages for the search word carbon dioxide,
organisations & deforestation.

Insect extinction
There are two moments in time where there is a high increase in number of messages in all search
words. This is after the publication of the German research in PlosOne (18-10-2017) and on 14-5-2018.
The search words nature is discussed most over time, followed by the search words research. The
search words Armageddon and agriculture followed almost the same trend over time.

The return of the wolf
Compared to the other two hypes, there is a clear increase in the cumulative number of messages for
each search word of this hype. There are multiple moments in time where the number of messages for
all search words increases. This happens on 22-05-2018, 10-08-2018, 6-01-2019 & 17-01-2019. The
search terms sheep and territory are discussed most during any moment in time. The search terms
subsidy and population are discussed almost the same over time. The search word policy is discussed
the least over time, although this search word is discussed more compared to the other search words
discussed less for the other two hypes.

The emotion in the online debate

To see if there is an pattern in the development of sentiment over time, the average sentiment per day
is plotted in a scatter plot over time (grey dots), against the moving average over seven days (blue line)
and over 30 days (pink line) in Figure 10. The figures are based on the data from file 2 & 4.
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Figure 10. The average sentiment of Vader plotted over time against the moving
average per week (7 days) and month (30 days), for the social media hype: forest
logging, insect extinction and the return of the wolf. The figures are based on data
from file 4.
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The sentiment values of the moving average per 7 days seem to follow the same patterns as the average
sentiment per day. For the hypes forest logging & the return of the wolf, the average sentiment per 30
days fluctuates around -0.25. For the hype insect extinction, the average sentiment starts out to be very
negative in the beginning of the time period, followed by a huge increase to slightly negative.

The range in emotion per search term

To see if there is a difference in range of sentiment between the different topics of a social media hype,
boxplots of the range in sentiment for each search word are plotted per hype in Figure 11. The outliers
per search term are not plotted to improve the readability.
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Figure 11. Boxplots of the sentiment calculated by Vader for each search
word for the social media hypes: forest logging, insect extinction and the
return of the wolf. The outliers are excluded.
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When looking at the range of sentiment between the search terms, it seems that the median of all search
words is 0.

Forest logging
There is no difference in range of sentiment between the different search words. Most messages have
a negative sentiment, but each search word also has messages with sentiment around 0.75.

Insect extinction
The range in sentiment for the search terms: agriculture, Armageddon & nature are not visible, meaning
that there were a lot of outliers. For the search term analyses, the messages range in sentiment between
-1 and 1 which could indicate that the debate about this topic is quite polarized. Most messages about
the analyses are slightly negative. For the topic research, the range in sentiment is smaller and less
negative.

Return of the wolf
There is no difference in range of sentiment between the different search words. The range of sentiment
between the topics population, sheep and subsidy where the sentiment ranges between -1 and 1. The
sentiment of these topics is mostly negative, and the range is bigger than that of policy where most
messages are slightly negative.

The range in emotion per social media platform

The experts indicated that the width of emotions was different on each platform. The range in sentiment
per Coosto source is plotted in boxplots in Figure 12 for each hype. The outliers per search term are not
plotted to improve the readability.
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Figure 12. Boxplots of the average sentiment calculated with the Vader package per
Coosto source for the social media hypes: forest logging, insect extinction and the
return of the wolf.
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Each Coosto source has almost the same range of sentiment throughout the hypes.

Blogs
For all three cases, the source blog is most negative, where the highest values are around 0, which
could mean that the debate on blogs is mostly negative.

Fora’s
Forums have a broader range of sentiment, centred around negative values but also ranging to 1.

Facebook
Messages on Facebook can be found for the hypes forest logging and the return of the wolf, where the
sentiment is more positive for forest logging than the return of the wolf, but values can be found for both
hypes between -1 and 1.

Twitter
For Twitter, the median of all three hypes is 0. Since there were a lot of outliers, there is no clear boxplot
visible for this hype.

YouTube
All three hypes have had message on YouTube, which also has a range from -1 to 1, where for the hype
forest logging the median is negative, compared to the other two hypes, where this is 0.

4.3.3 Comparing interviews with the social media analyses
The comparison between the results is first done for the content of the debate. First, general information
about the search terms used is analysed. Then, the use of different search terms are discussed over
time, this to determine the duration of a social media hype. This shows if a social media hype plays into
a bigger debate, which is suggested in literature and by the interviewees. This is then followed by
comparing the results about the emotion of the debate. First, the sentiment calculated by Coosto and
by Vader are compared. Then, the general emotions of the debate and sentiment over time are
discussed. Followed by the sentiment per topic. The sentiment per Coosto source (Figure 12) is
analysed further in pillar 3: the participants of the online debate and the platforms used.
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The analyses of the different search words

To be able to put the results of the content analyses into perspective, the percentage of contribution and
percentage of duplicates messages per search word are calculated and shown in table 3. The number
of duplicate messages per search term can be seen in a stacked bar graph in Appendix VI, Figure 13.
Table 3. The number of messages per search word and the percentage of that number of messages to the
total amount of messages of that hype calculated for all three hypes based on file 5.

Hype name
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Insect mortality
Insect mortality
Insect mortality
Insect mortality
Insect mortality
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf

Search words
Carbon dioxide
organisations
deforestation
agriculture
N2000
nature
research
agriculture
armageddon
analyses
sheep
territory
subsidy
population
policy

Number of
messages
69246
37326
25188
8090
2221
32958
19052
8882
8350
2073
20401
19924
12386
10308
9201

Percentage of total
number of messages
49%
26%
18%
6%
2%
46%
27%
12%
12%
3%
28%
28%
17%
14%
13%

Percentage of
duplicate messages
26%
31%
37%
100%
100%
38%
59%
75%
63%
62%
42%
40%
52%
51%
68%

Forest logging
Only 2 percent of the messages found are about N2000, which was also visible in Figure 8, All these
messages are also present in the other four search words. That the search term N2000 contributed so
little to the forest logging hype, means that this argumentation is not used in this online hype. The
messages of the search term agriculture are all present in other search terms. Most messages are
gathered with the search word carbon dioxide, which is also present the most from the beginning of the
hype like is shown in Figure 9.

Insect extinction
There are almost four times as many messages about nature than about agriculture. The hype is framed
related to nature in light of the research. Only three percent of the messages of this hype are about the
analyses of the research.
Figure 9 shows that the topics nature and research are discussed most at any point in time, and at the
supposed trigger event (18-10-2017) (Figure 8). The topics agriculture and Armageddon are discussed
almost at the same value at any point in time (Figure 9) which is in line with the findings of table 3. Both
search terms contributed to 12 percent of the messages. In future research, these search terms could
be merged. The percentage of duplicates of these topics is 75 percent for agriculture and 63 percent for
armageddon, which could indicate that the messages gathered by these two search terms are around
the same messages. With exemption of nature, all the other search term have around 60 percent of
duplicate messages.
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The return of the wolf
The hype the return of the wolf, was dominated at any moment in time by messages about sheep as
and the territory of the wolf (Figure 9). The search terms subsidy, population and policy have around the
same contribution (13-17 percent) and number of duplicate messages (51-68 percent). Figure 5 shows
that the search terms subsidy and populations have around the same number of messages over time,
and table 3 shows that they have around the same contribution and percentage of duplicate messages.
This indicates that there is a big overlap between these two search terms in messages.

Comparison
The hypes forest logging and insect extinction show a clear difference in contribution of search terms,
meaning that these hypes are framed into certain argumentation. There is a lot of overlap between
search terms in messages, which leads to an inaccurate view of the contribution of that search term.
Some search terms like Armageddon and agriculture can be merged because they show the same
trends. For other search terms like carbon dioxide in the hypes forest logging, the contribution is so high,
that it would be useful to divide this search term into different search terms.

The analyses about the content of the messages through time

To see if the topic discussed can change over time, the topics discussed in the 5 days with most
messages for each hype are analysed. The five days with the most number of messages for each hype
can be found in table 4. The results will give more insight into the time frame of a social media hype.
Some of these days are already discussed in the first part of the results, these days are shown in bold
in table 4.
Table 4. The five days with the most number of messages for each hype, based on the data from file 3. The
days discussed already in pillar 1 are shown in bold.

Hype name
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
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Date
8-4-2019
9-4-2019
15-4-2019
5-7-2019
3-10-2019
18-10-2017
19-10-2017
26-10-2017
27-12-2017
14-5-2018
22-5-2018
10-8-2018
11-8-2018
6-1-2019
17-1-2019

Number of messages on that day
2.282
1.630
1.200
1.216
1.630
2.352
3.743
2.037
1.775
3.109
1.503
2.226
1.262
1.303
1.321
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Forest logging
The messages on 08-04-2019 where mostly gathered using the search terms: carbon dioxide,
organisations & deforestation (Figure 9), are about multiple discussion topics that together cause the
peak in social media messages. When looking at the posts, a lot of posts are about the cooperation of
Shell and Staatsbosbeheer. Another discussion that is talked is about the transformation of nature areas
by using N2000 policy. These two topics together with smaller discussions like a petition against large
scale forest clearing formed the peak in number of messages on this day. A day later, on 09-04-2019,
there are still posts about the cooperation between Shell and Staatsbosbeheer, but the discussions
seems to focus mostly on the capacity of trees to capture CO2 and whether or not forest logging should
be allowed 16. Almost a week later, on 15-04-2019, the messages are responses on very diverse range
in news items and other posts mostly talking about the contradiction in on the one hand cutting down
trees for biodiversity purposes and on the other hand finding ways to reduce the CO2 emissions. One
article that stood out on this day was from Nieuwsuur 17. Three months later, on 05-07-2019, most posts
are a wide variety of discussions about CO2 emissions and forest logging. Topics that stood out were
the decision made by Natuurmonumenten to start cutting down less trees 18, and the decision made by
the province of Zuid-Holland to better protect their forests 19. Another three months later, the biggest part
of the posts is about the subsidy policy regarding biomass power plants, and whether or not this will
lead to less or more logging 20. Where the discussion is based on multiple newspaper articles discussing
scientific research by EASAC that proved that burning wood yields relatively low amounts of energy,
increase the overall CO2 emissions. These results verify the results of Figure 9, since indeed most peaks
in number of messages are about CO2 emissions related to forest logging. From 08-04-2019 till 05-072019 most messages during peaks are associated with the forest logging policy of Dutch nature
organisations and whether this is contradicting the national policy the reduce CO2 emissions. On 03-102019, the discussion is broader, where the messages are still about CO2 emissions and forest logging
but these are not anymore related to the forest logging management of Dutch nature organisations. The
peaks in number of messages from 08-04-2019 till 05-07-2019 are about the same topic, while the peak
of 3-10-2019 plays more into the national Nitrogen debate, which is in line with the results of the
interviews. Based on looking at the peaks of messages, this hype is discussed for three months, which
is a longer time frame than thought in both literature and by the experts.

Insect extinction
On 18-10-2017 & 19-10-2017, Figure 8 & 9 already showed that the debate is highly dominated by
articles about the results of the research & nature, like expected beforehand. For the next day, the day
with the highest number of messages, the debate still seemed to be dominated by this topic, but also
other smaller discussion could be recognized, which seems to be based on the future impact of the
decline in insects. A week later, on 26-10-2017, different discussions were happening. There was still
discussion about the impact of the German research, but it looks like there were more message about
the results of a research in Nature where was concluded that the European money invested for the
conservation of nature had an effect. Or about a discussion where there would be a meeting between
nature conversation organisations and the government for the conservation of biodiversity and insects 21.
There was also a lot of responds on Twitter about Natuurmonumenten starting a petition for the
conservation of insects. Two months later, on 27-12-2017, one thread seems to jump out, like discussed
before, this is an article written in Het Financieel Dagblad about the connection between the loss of
insects and the decline in number of wooden structures (houtwallen) and how decline in biodiversity is
16

An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 2: https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2019/04/09/bomenplant-

werkt-alleen-met-divers-bos-a3956266
17

An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 2: https://nos.nl/nieuwsuur/artikel/2280596-staatsbosbeheerlaat-zich-leiden-door-de-belangen-van-de-houtindustrie.html
18

An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 2:
https://arnhem.nieuws.nl/nieuws/20190705/natuurmonumenten-gaat-minder-bomen-kappen/
19
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 2: https://midvliet.nl/actueel/nieuws-uit-de-regio/11225betere-bescherming-bossen-en-bomen-in-zuid-holland
20
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 2: https://www.gelderlander.nl/politiek/kabinet-is-niet-vanplan-te-stoppen-met-biomassa%7Ea4c2fbe6/
21
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://www.nu.nl/binnenland/4979618/natuurorganisatiesen-landbouw-in-overleg-verdwijnen-insecten.html
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caused by the agricultural sector 22. Five months later, on 15-05-2018, the discussion was about the
results in a research done by Natuurmonumenten an Radboud University about the decline in insect
populations by comparing the analyses done by different researchers 23. Natuurmonumenten published
results of this research, confirming that in two out of three of their nature areas, the insect populations
declined drastically and according to the participants blamed the agricultural sector for it 24. When
comparing these results with Figure 8, most peaks are indeed about the topics nature and research,
however the discussion regarding the findings of the German research seemed to be for the last time
present in the peak of 26-10-2017, two months after its publication. After that, the discussion broadens
into the effect of agriculture on the insect population and other research about insect populations.
Meaning that this hype was discussed for about 2 months.

The return of the wolf
The first peak was on 22-05-2018. This day, there was a lot of discussion about camera trap footage
shown by Staatsbosbeheer of the wolf in Drenthe 25 together with different newspaper articles about the
effect that the wolf could have on sheep herds and other stock. Three months later, on 10-08-2018, the
discussion was mostly focussed on sheep herders wanting compensation for sheep killed by the wolf,
like explained before. A day later, on 11-08-2018, there are multiple Twitter discussions about the
protected status of the wolf and how that could be maintained now that there is subsidy policy regarding
killed sheep 26. 4 months later, on 06-01-2019, there is some discussion about a newspaper article
published by Het NRC about the total number of wolf in The Netherlands 27. There is also discussion
about an article published by EenVandaag with the opinion of Annie Schreijer stating that the wolf kills
a lot of sheep and dogs. Ten days later, on 17-01-2019, there is still some discussion focussed around
Annie Schreijer 28, but also discussion about the wolf settling in Drenthe 29 and the director of Nationaal
Park de Hoge Veluwe to come up with solutions to protect his mountain sheep 30. When looking at the
results of Figure 8, indeed during peaks, there is discussion about sheep and the establishment of the
wolf. However, other discussions seem to be as dominant. Different discussions like the establishment
of the wolf in Drenthe, the protection status of the wolf and the subsidy for damage to cattle are seen in
every peak, suggesting that the topic does not change over time and when all these topics are seen as
parts of the hype regarding the return of the wolf, the time frame of this hype is at least a year.

Comparison
For the hypes forest logging and insect extinction, the topics discussed became part of a bigger debate
after two or three months. For the hype about the return of the wolf, the topic does not change over time.
When the topics discussed are all seen as parts of the hype regarding the return of the wolf, the time
frame of this hype is at least a year.

22

An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://fd.nl/ondernemen/1211739/twente-vreest-voor-zijnlaatste-houtwallen
23
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2018/05/14/aantal-insecten-innederlandse-natuurgebieden-gehalveerd-a1602847/appview
24
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://www.natuurmonumenten.nl/nieuws/dramatischeafname-van-insecten
25
An example found in file 3 can be found at: http://YouTube.com/watch?v=HYW4b0YeJzM
26

An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3:
https://Twitter.com/Martin_Drenthen/status/1061409398936031237,
27
An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2019/01/09/we-hebben-veertigwolven-in-nederland-a3182709
28
An example found in file 3 can be found at: https://Twitter.com/latevogel/status/1085841891567067136
29

An example of a newspaper article about this topic found in file 3: https://nieuwsmeldingen.nl/regio/drenthe/3978545/zodraeen-wolf-zich-vestigt-moeten-we-dat-meteen-monitoren
30
An example found in file 3 can be found at: https://Twitter.com/NettieKlompsma/status/1085827873456435200
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Comparison sentiment Coosto and Vader

Emotion seems to play a big role in the online debate. The sentiment of the social media messages is
calculated. To give an overall view of the difference between sentiment calculations, the sentiment
calculated by Coosto and sentiment calculated with the Vader package are shown per hype in Figure
14 in Appendix VI. Figure 14, shows a difference in sentiment values between the two calculations. Days
with a high value for negative or positive sentiment of Coosto, have the opposite sentiment calculated
by Vader. The average sentiment of Vader and Coosto are shown for each hype in table 5. Table 5
shows that the sentiment calculated by Vader was on average lower of that calculated by Coosto.
Table 5. The average sentiment calculated by Vader and Coosto for each hype, based on the data from file
8. The sentiment values range from -1 to 1, where -1 is very negative and 1 is a very positive message.

Hype name
Forest logging
Insect extinction
Return of the wolf

Average sentiment Vader

Average sentiment Coosto
-0,23
-0,19
-0,29

-0,04
-0,05
0,00

General sentiment

The results of table 5 and Figure 14 confirm that for every hype, the overall sentiment is negative, like
is stated by the experts. However, the overall sentiment per hype is slightly negative and not very
negative like suggested by the experts.

Forest logging
Figure 10 shows that the sentiment in moving average over 30 days becomes more negative over time.

Insect extinction
First there is a dip in sentiment in moving average over 30 days, followed by a peak. The peak in
sentiment is highest during the publication of the German Research in PlosOne (18-10-2017). Between
these peaks, the number of messages is minimal, and the sentiment also is slightly more negative.

The return of the wolf
Figure 10 shows that the sentiment for this hype stays quite stable over time when looking at the moving
average over 30 days.
Figure 15 Appendix VI, out of curiosity, the sentiment and number of messages are plotted together.
The sentiment moving average over 30 days and number of messages moving average over 30 days
are plotted together. For all three hypes, the peaks in number of messages correspond with the peaks
in sentiment values. The underlying mechanisms of this relation is unknown and the relation is therefore
only mentioned here.

Comparison
For all three hypes, the overall sentiment is slightly negative. The sentiment values seem to be higher
when there are a greater number of messages when looking at the moving average in both sentiment
and number of messages over 30 days. The underlying mechanisms of this possible relation are
unknown.

Sentiment per topic

To see if the sentiment of the debate is a result of the sentiment of the topics that are mostly discussed,
the average sentiment per search word is shown in table 6, together with the percentage of contribution
of that search word to the total number of messages of that hype. These values are also compared to
the results of Figure 11, where more clarity about the range of sentiment is shown. Since the outliers
where not considered with plotting the boxplots, the standard deviation of the sentiment for each search
term is also given in table 6.
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Table 6. The average sentiment calculated by Vader with standard deviation for each search word of each
hype together with the percentage of contribution of that search word in number of messages. The data is
sorted first by hype name and then by highest percentage for each hype and is based on the results found
in file 7.

Hype name
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Insect mortality
Insect mortality
Insect mortality
Insect mortality
Insect mortality
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf

Search word
Carbon dioxide
organisations
deforestation
agriculture
N2000
nature
research
agriculture
armageddon
analyses
sheep
territory
subsidy
population
policy

Percentage
of
total
number of messages
49%
26%
18%
6%
2%
46%
27%
12%
12%
3%
28%
28%
17%
14%
13%

Average sentiment Vader with standard
deviation
-0,22(±0,04)
-0,18(±0,05)
-0,18(±0,05)
-0,33(±0,08)
-0,19(±0,13)
-0,15(±0,38)
-0,17(±0,4)
-0,13(±0,33)
-0,1(±0,28)
-0,15(±0,56)
-0,18(±0,34)
-0,13(±0,34)
-0,21(±0,4)
-0,14(±0,43)
-0,16(±0,36)

Forest logging
The search term carbon dioxide contributed with 49 percent of the messages and has a slightly negative
sentiment. This which corresponds with the overall sentiment calculated for this hype and shown in table
6. The search word agriculture has a more negative sentiment compared to the other search words, but
only 6 percent of the messages of the hype where about this topic. Figure 11 shows that each search
word has a wide variety in sentiment between messages but comparing the standard deviations of table
6 indicate a smaller range in sentiment. These results do not indicate that the overall sentiment of this
hype is dominated by a specific topic, or that there is a big difference in sentiment between the topics.

Insect extinction
The search word nature has the highest contribution in number of messages, and an overall slightly
negative sentiment value, which does not deviate from the sentiment of the other topics much. The topic
research contains 27 percent of the messages. Figure 11 shows that the range in sentiment for this
topic is small, meaning that there are mostly negative messages posted. This is in contrast with the
standard deviation value for each search term in table 6, which are quite broad, indicating polarisation.
These results do also not indicate that the overall sentiment of this hype is dominated by a specific topic.
The standard deviation and boxplot give contrasting results about the range of sentiment.

The return of the wolf
The hype the return of the wolf, the topics sheep and territory both contribute to 28 percent of the total
amount of messages. Figure 11 shows that the range in sentiment for the topic sheep is as broad as for
the topic’s population and subsidy, which contributed to 17 and 14 percent of the messages. The
standard deviation of table 6 shows that the standard deviation of all the search terms are around 0,4.
These results also do not indicate that the overall sentiment of this hype is dominated by a specific topic
and that the standard deviation and boxplot give contrasting results about the range of sentiment.
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4.3.4 Pillar 2: Main findings
There is a big different in the contribution of the search terms to the total amount of messages for each
hype. For the hype forest logging, the argument used by nature conservation organisations are not used
in the debate, which is in line with the results of the interviews.
The hype insect extinction seems to be more about nature related implications of the research than
about agricultural influences. The lowest percentage of duplicate messages per search word was 26
percent, meaning that at least one fourth of the messages were also present in other search terms. The
search terms that were most dominant at any moment in time were also present during the supposed
trigger events.
For the hypes forest logging and insect extinction, the discussion switched after two or three months,
playing in broader national discussions. Meaning that the contribution of the search words contribution
most like carbon dioxide did not only apply to the hype later in the discussion. For further research, it
would be useful to divide this search term into smaller terms. While other search terms could be merged.
For the return of the wolf, the peaks in number of messages where the result of an accumulation of
topics, the focus of the discussion did not change over time.
The overall sentiment was slightly negative for all hypes, which is in line with the findings of the
interviews, although the sentiment overall is not very negative. It seems that during peaks in number of
messages, the sentiment values are also most positive, and the sentiment values becomes more
negative when little discussion is going on. Since the hype insect extinction starts with a clear trigger
event, this trend is especially visible for this hype.
The boxplots in sentiment per search term indicate that there is no difference the range of sentiment
between topics, from this can be concluded that the debate is not dominated by the sentiment of a
dominant topic. However, the standard deviation of the sentiment values shows a wide range in
sentiment for the hypes insect extinction and the return of the wolf. Meaning that leaving out the outliers
in the boxplots do have a big effect and the results. The sentiment per Coosto sources are further
discussed in pillar 3, where they are compared with the most common sources used.

4.4 Pillar 3: the participants in the online debate and the platforms used
Journalists publish news items that play into what they think their customers want to read. Online
platforms try to hold user’s attention as long as possible. News items created by journalists are in this
research seen as made on traditional media platforms, although when these articles are shared online,
they are part of the online platforms. Social media platforms have user generated data, are based on
an algorithm and need a profile to post messages on.
In newspaper articles, experts can voice the arguments of their management decisions, which they
mostly based on technical and scientific knowledge (A. E. Buijs et al. 2012). Social media platforms
allow everyone to participate, leading to other arguments and perspectives being added to the
discussion (Korthagen, Dekker, and Breman 2020).
This part of the results focusses on the participants of a social media hype and the platforms used. This
is done by looking at the number of users over time, grouping users into participant groups and looking
at the number of messages per online platform.
In section 4.4.1, the interview results are described. Section 4.4.2 shows the results of the analysis of
social media messages. In section 4.4.3, these two results are compared. Extra analyses are done by
hand to get a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of the results.
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4.4.1 Results expert interviews
The interviewees talked about different groups of participants. The groups used in this research are
participation of nature organisations, traditional news platforms and the participation of societal groups
that differ per hype.

The participation of nature organisations

For some Dutch nature organisations, their participation depends on whether the online discussion has
a positive or negative influence on them. An example of such a positive hype is the discussion regarding
insect extinction, where followers can be motivated to invest in nature conservation. Negative
discussions are then seen as a crisis, where the strategy is often to not interfere too much. This because
previous participation resulted in the crisis dragging along longer.
Both nature organisations mention that their strategy is to facilitate discussion on a small scale by
organizing local ‘get togethers’ and asking the local foresters to explain their management on sight.
Therefore, nature organisations are active in the online debate through local foresters. These foresters
are active on online platforms so that people can see what foresters do in a day. They see this as a
great way of giving a more nuanced vision on nature management.

The participation of traditional media

The interviewees see that when something happens, traditional platforms instantly make it shareable
online with sensational headlines. De Telegraaf is seen as a newspaper with very sensational headlines
by the experts. Traditional news platforms are catalysts for the online discussion. However, sometimes
traditional news platforms monitor what is happening online as well and write an article about it, adding
to the number of messages. One interviewee thinks that traditional news articles and social media posts
overlap more and more because there is almost no delay in publishing a news article. In this way
traditional news platforms can kickstart the online debate. News articles that are shareable are ways in
which users who already disagree with management practises have the possibility to spread the word
as much as possible.
According to another interviewee, there is a need to differentiate between local and national newspaper
platforms. The local newspapers are very interested in finding people willing to participate in the debate.
For De Oostvaardersplassen social media hype, Omroep Flevoland gave a stage to anyone having
something to say about De Oostvaardersplassen. These local newspaper articles where taken over by
national newspapers.
One interviewee explains that national newspapers invest less in journalists specialized in research,
especially in the domain of nature and environment. Meaning that when journalists write about topics
related to nature, they are temporarily hired and have little historical acknowledgement of the general
problem and less interaction with the nature organisations and foresters. The newspaper article which
is seen as the trigger event for the forest logging hype is given as example. The person given his opinion
in this newspaper article was 30 years ago, a sub director of Staatsbosbeheer. Once an article is
published, people research the topic of forest logging and find his name and write about him again. It is
thought that the people who given an opinion online or in newspaper articles tend to have no stake in
the management making, which makes it easy for them to be one sighted about the topic. Newspaper
articles and social media posts from these people tend to cloud the overall discussion.

The participation of the public in a social media hype

According to one interviewee, every online debate has a group of people who are angry at a nature
organisation and respond to every negative post related to nature organisations. They state that it is
almost impossible to have a nuanced debate with people of this group. Every debate also has a group
of people who after hearing the commotion, are generally interested in the motives of the nature
organisations. More often, there are also people who consider themselves experts since they have
experience with the current management. Due to online platforms, these people do not only have a local
influence, but also national influence in the debate.
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When looking more into the participants in the hype forest logging, there also seems to be a group of
experts who disagree with the current management based on their own literature from fields related to
nature conservation like agriculture. This group mostly disagrees with the motives of nature
organisations that impact them. Forest logging is mostly spoken about on Twitter and some on
Facebook. On Facebook in the beginning, people were generally interested in the reason for logging.
Later, people also posted their opinion against forest logging to posts of nature organisations which
were not related to the topic at all.
The participants in the online discussion regarding insect extinction are mostly experts who for example
are actively involved in research about insect trends. It is thought that different expert groups could be
debating about how to interpret the results of the German research the interviewee thought that there
was a deviation between the people who were more nature orientated and more agriculture orientated.
During the interview period, the experts about the discussion regarding the return of the wolf were not
available to answer specific questions regarding this hype.

The online media platforms

The interviewees state that the online discussion mostly takes place on the social media platform Twitter.
Experts share information online via Twitter and journalists seem to monitor this platform most. Twitter
is best to watch to see the start of a hype. Facebook is more perceived as the platform that represents
the overall Dutch opinion, although the discussion here also seems to be mostly negative, like on Twitter.
Facebook is more difficult to follow, since many discussions take place private Facebook groups. There
is little critique on Instagram.

4.4.2 Results of the analyses of social media messages
Grouping users according to the groups suggested by the interviewees is not possible due to the way
the social media messages are structured. There is no label in the data that differentiate between the
groups. Grouping the users is therefore done by hand in chapter 4.4.3. The analyses of social media
messages are done about the overall participants. First is looked at the number of unique users against
the number of messages, to see if there how many users dominate the debate. Then, the number of
social media messages per platform over time are shown. This to see if most discussion is if, like said
by the interviewees, Twitter is the main platform used throughout the hype.

Unique participants

In Figure 16, the total number of unique users per day are plotted (light orange) against the total number
of messages of that day (dark orange). This gives information about whether an increase in the number
of messages is caused by an increase in the number of participants in the debate. Or that the already
present participants became a lot more active.
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Figure 12. The number of unique users over time and the total number of
messages over time, for the social media hypes: forest logging, insect
extinction and the return of the wolf.
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It seems like the number of unique users and the number of messages follow the same trend over time.
When there are a lot of messages a day, there are also more unique users. This could indicate that in
the debate during peaks, more individuals are present compared to days with little discussion.

Online platform use

To see if there is a clear pattern in which platforms are used during the discussion as was proposed by
the experts, the Coosto sources are plotted in a cumulative line graph over time in Figure 17. The data
is based on file 8.
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Figure 17. The cumulative number of messages over time per Coosto source,
for the social media hypes: forest logging, insect extinction and the return of
the wolf.
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Forest logging
This discussion mostly takes place on Twitter (58% of the messages) and through news (25% of the
messages). During The peaks in media attention in the beginning of 2018 seems to be due to an
increase in messages on Twitter, where the peaks around July taken place in blogs and newspaper
articles. There is seldom a message posted on Pinterest (0,02 % of the messages) or a review (0,02%
of the messages).

Insect extinction
This discussion mostly takes place on Twitter (63% of the messages), but also in newspaper articles
(24% of the messages) and blogs (11% of the messages). The days where there is a peak in the total
number of messages, this is due to an increase in messages on Twitter since there do not seem to be
more messages on these days on the other platforms. The least messages where posted as review
followed by Pinterest (0,4% of the messages) and YouTube (0,5% of the messages).

The return of the wolf
This discussion has the highest diversity in sources used when comparing this discussion to the other
two hypes. The discussion regarding the wolf mostly takes place on Twitter (65% of the messages)
followed by news items (24% of the messages). From the end of 2018, there also seems some
discussion to be happening on Facebook.

4.4.3 Comparing interviews with the social media analyses
In this comparison, first the percentage of messages that have no username are calculated. This to be
able to put the results regarding the participants into perspective. This is followed by a comparison
between participant groups. Then, more analyses are made about the number of unique users against
the number of messages, this to see how many people are active overall. Lastly is looked at the number
of messages per platform and how these results can be compared with the sentiment per platform
plotted in chapter 4.3.2.

Unknown authors

To put the results of the participants into perspective, the percentage of messages with a blank value in
the column author are calculated, this can be seen in table 7 below. For the hypes insect extinction and
the return of the wolf this is 15 percent, for the hype forest logging 22 percent of the messages have an
unknown author. This means that the results of the number of messages per users, are based on
respectively 85 percent and 78 percent of the users.
Table 7. For each hype, the total amount of messages and the number of messages with ‘author unknown’
in the author column are given based on the data from file 4. Then the percentage of messages where the
author is unknown is calculated by hand.

Hype name:

Forest logging

Total amount of messages
Number of messages from unknown author
Percentage of messages from unknown author
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Return of wolf

142071

71315

72220

31199

10824

10610

22%

15%

15%
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Comparing groups of participants

In Appendix VI, Table 8 shows the top 20 of users per social media hype together with the number of
messages posted by these users. For each hype, different traditional news platforms, nature
conservation organisations and individual freelancers appear in the top 20 of users who posted most
messages. Next to these three groups, specific participants that can be grouped together stood out
during the interviews and when looking through the most frequently posting users. For the hype forest
logging this is the local advocate group, for the hype insect extinction this is the expert group and for the
hype the return of the wolf this is the animal welfare advocate group.
It is difficult to automatically label users as being part of a certain organization, such as a traditional
newspaper or a nature organisation compare the contribution of messages between these
organisations. This labelling is done by hand for a limited number of users. The results of this can be
seen in table 9 where the top three users per group are shown for each hype. In table 10, the percentage
of number of messages of all groups per hype are calculated to get a better understanding in the
presence of each group in the overall debate.
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Table 9. The first three users found in the categories: nature organisations, news platforms, individual journalists, and groups specific for each hype, for all three
hypes based on file 9. The values are sorted first by hype name and then by total number of messages.

Group

Forest logging

Participant groups specific per
hype

1

BomeAchterhoek

316

Forest logging
Forest logging

Participant groups specific per
hype
News platforms

2
1

DeAchterhoekKNWS
amstertwits

239
107

Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging

Participant groups specific per
hype
Individual journalists
Individual journalists
Individual journalists
News platforms
News platforms

3
1
2
3
2
3

Behoud Scheveningste bosjes, waterpartij en Westrbroekpark
Mac van Dinther (De Volkskrant)
Annemieke van Dongen (AD & regional newspapers)
Dick Veerman (Foodlog)
Nieuwsgrazer
RTV Utrecht

100
73
61
59
29
27

1
2

staatsbosbeheer/ Staatsbosbeheer/ Staatsbosbeheer Boomkroonpad/
Staatsbosbeheer Buitencentrum Sallandse Heuvelrug/ Staatsbosbeheer De
Weerribben/ Staatsbosbeheer Hof van Delfland/ Staatsbosbeheer Veluwe/
staatsbosbeheerzuidholland in Zuid-Holland
Natuurmonument/ Natuurmonumenten

24
8
4

Nature organisations
Nature organisations

Username

of

Hype name

Forest logging
Forest logging

Ranking

Total number
messages

Forest logging

Nature organisations

3

Natuur en Milieu/ Natuur en Milieufederatie Zuid-Holland/ Natuur en
Milieufederaties

Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction

Participant groups specific per
hype
News platforms
Individual journalists

1
1
1

Jaap Seiddel
De Telegraaf/Telegraaf
Joris Gerritsen (De Gelderlander)
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Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction

Individual journalists
Individual journalists
News platforms
News platforms

2
3
2
3

Annemieke van Dongen (AD en regional papers)
Ellis Langen (Greenity)
Sfoodsupply
NOS

63
57
56
46

Insect extinction
Insect extinction

Participant groups specific per
hype
Nature organisations

2
1

PatrickAJansen
BoswachterFrans

38
32

Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction

Participant groups specific per
hype
Nature organisations
Nature organisations

3
2
3

Wageningen U&R
Vlinderstichting
Natuurmonumenten/PB Natuurmonumenten

28
21
12

Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf

Participant groups specific per
hype
Individual journalists

1
1

dierenblogger
Joris Gerittsen (De Gelderlander)

71
65

Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf

Participant groups specific per
hype
Individual journalists
Individual journalists
News platforms

2
2
3
1

Reynaerddevos/ Fauna4Life
Chris Klomp (AD)
Naomi van Kalken
NOS

59
53
48
45

Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf

Participant groups specific per
hype
News platforms

3
2

Wolfactivist
Nieuwsgrazer

33
27

Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf

Nature organisations
News platforms
Nature organisations
Nature organisations

1
3
2
3

Zoogdiervenig/ Zoogdierenvereniging/ Zoogdiervereniging
Zoogdiervereniging
Nu.nl
BoswachterBert
NOS/ Natuurmonumenten / Natuurmonumenten
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Table 10. The contribution of each group to the total number of messages of all groups per hype. The data is based on the number of messages per author per group
for each hype in table 9.

Hype name

Group

Forest logging

Individual journalists

193

Percentage of contribution of this group for this
hype
18%

Insect extinction

Individual journalists

185

28%

Return of the wolf

Individual journalists

166

35%

Forest logging

Nature organisations

36

3%

Insect extinction

Nature organisations

65

10%

Return of the wolf

Nature organisations

45

10%

Forest logging

News platforms

163

16%

Insect extinction

News platforms

220

34%

Return of the wolf

News platforms

94

20%

Forest logging

Participant groups specific per hype

163

63%

Insect extinction

Participant groups specific per hype

186

28%

Return of the wolf

Participant groups specific per hype

163

35%
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The participation of nature organisations
When analysing nature related organisations with the most messages per hype, Natuurmonumenten
has participated in all three hypes. For the hypes: insect extinction and the return of the wolf, local
foresters are present in the debate, which is in line with the results of the interview. The different nature
organisations participate with a variety of their accounts. For all three hypes, the nature organisations
group participated the least compared to the other three groups in table 10. For the hype forest logging this was
3 percent of the messages of table 10 and for the hypes insect extinction and the return of the wolf this was 10
percent. These results are in line with was is stated by the experts, they participated more in positive hypes like
insect extinction than negative hypes like forest logging. Although these results do not indicate active
participation in the debate since they still have lower presence compared to the other three groups.

The participation of news platforms and individual journalists
There are a lot of users found, which when looking at the account are freelance journalists and for these
journalists, the name used for their account was their personal name. These freelance journalists work
for multiple newspapers and cannot be allocated to one specific news platforms. Therefore, in table 9 &
10, the distinction is made between individual journalists and traditional news platforms.
Annemiek Van Dongen, who on social media state to write for Het Algemeen Dagblad & regional
newspapers, participated a lot in both the hype forest logging and insect extinction. Joris Gerritsen, who
on social media states to write for De Gelderland is also present in two hypes, which are insect extinction
and the return of the wolf. The contribution of all individual journalists differs per hype, where table 10
shows that for the hype the return of the wolf, this group contributed to 35 percent of the messages
compared to the other three group. For the hypes forest logging this is the least, where 18 percent of
the messages where posted by this group compared to the other three groups.
In the interviews, De Telegraaf was called as a newspaper shared online a lot due to their sensational
headlines. In this analysis, De Telegraaf is only represented a lot in the hype regarding insect extinction.
Small news platforms like nieuwsgrazer & sfoodsupply are seen by all three hypes. These results
indicate that the NOS was not present much in the hype forest logging. When comparing the
contribution, the news platforms where mostly present in the hype insect extinction with 34 percent.
When looking at both the percentages of the individual journalists and the news platforms, for the hypes
insect extinction and the return of the wolf, most messages where posted by journalists or news
platforms with respectively 62 & 55 percent of the messages compared to the other two groups.
These results indicate that news platforms have a big influence in the online debate compared to nature
organisations. Based on these results could not be identified whether local newspapers have more
influence than regional newspapers, which was said by the experts. These results also do not indicate
that De Telegraaf had more influence in the debate compared to other news platforms.

Participants specific for each hype
By looking at the specific participants per hype, more insight could be given into why the participants of
the three hypes differ and what can then be the overall pattern.
When looking through the participants of the hype forest logging, the local advocate groups stood out.
The three advocate groups together participated for 63 percent of the messages of table 10 for this
hype.
For the hype insect extinction, the experts stated that the online discussion could mostly be formed by
researchers debating the German research, which was also indicated by looking through the participant
list. This group participated for 28 percent to the messages of table 10. Although one expert has the
most messages compared to the other eight participant of this hype in table 9, the results indicate that
news platforms have played a bigger role in this debate.
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While looking through the participants of the hype the return of the wolf, there seemed to be a lot of
individuals or groups participating in the debate who advocate animal welfare on their online profile,
which could indicate that this debate was mostly dominated about topics related to animal welfare.
These three participant (groups) contributed to 35 percent of the messages for this hype in table 10.
Still, this hype was dominated by news platforms.

The number of unique users and sources during peaks

The results of Figure 16 indicate that the number of unique users follow the same trend as the number
of messages, which could mean that the during peaks, the discussion is based on more people start
participating in the debate. To be able to confirm this, descriptive analyses are done for each hype on
the number of messages per participant. It is unclear if the messages without an user name come from
some users posting multiple messages or a lot of users posting one messages and therefore, the results
of table 11 are not performed over the number of messages where the author is unknown. In table 5
can be seen that the mean number of messages per hype is around three. So, on average an account
posts three messages. The median for the three hypes is lower than the mean, indicating that the
discussion is steered in peaks by participants posting more posts. The most common number of
messages, the mode, is 1, meaning that most accounts only post one messages per hype.
These results validate that during peaks, the number of participants increase, but also indicate that the
already present participants post more messages since the mean is higher than the median per hype.
Table 11. The mean, median and mode calculated for each hype based on the count of messages per
participant found in file 9. Where the results of the row: author unknown is not considered.

Hype name
Forest logging
Insect extinction
Return of the wolf
Forest logging
Insect extinction
Return of the wolf
Forest logging
Insect extinction
Return of the wolf

Statistic
Mean
Mean
Mean
Median
Median
Median
Mode
Mode
Mode

Value
2,72
2,94
2,76
1,00
2,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00

In Appendix VI Figure 18, shows the number of unique websites per day (light orange) against the
number of messages per day (dark orange) to see if there is also an indication that the discussion during
peaks takes place on more websites. The results however did not indicate that.

The online platforms

According to the interviewees, there is a difference in how polarized the debate is on the different
platforms. To test this, the range of sentiment (pillar 2 Figure 12) for the most used platforms (Figure
17) are compared. Based on the results of Figure 12 can be concluded that the discussions for all three
hypes mostly takes place on Twitter and via news articles. Since the sentiment analysis is not performed
on big texts like newspaper articles, it is unclear how the sentiment ranges indicating polarisation via
news articles. For all three hypes, Figure 12 shows that the median of sentiment for Twitter for all three
hypes is 0. Making it not possible to test whether the range of sentiment on Twitter is big, indication
polarisation like is stated by the experts. Not many messages are posted on YouTube, Pinterest, Flickr
or in reviews, where only for YouTube the sentiment can be calculated. Here, the range of sentiment is
quite big, especially for the hypes insect extinction and the return of the wolf, indicating polarisation.
These results cannot validate that polarisation of the debate takes place. The platforms which were not
many messages are posted indicate this, but it is unclear whether these results could be applied to
Twitter and news articles.
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4.4.4 Pillar 3: Main findings
For 15 or 22 percent of the messages, the author of the message is unknown. The results about the
participation of users is thus based on a subsection of the actual participants.
By looking at the three most common nature organisations per hype, nature organisations are
represented not only by multiple official accounts but also by their individual foresters in the debate.
Comparing their participation in the so called positive and negative hypes show that nature organisations
participate more in positive discussion compared to negative discussions. However, their overall
participation in the debate is very low. Based on these results can be concluded that monitoring the
social media accounts of nature organisations does not result in monitoring the social media hypes.
When looking at the three most common news platforms for each hype, it seems that the news platforms
and individual journalists have the biggest participation the online discussion, especially in the hypes
regarding insect extinction and the return of the wolf. The results cannot validate whether more local or
national newspapers are active in the debate. It would be useful to monitor newspaper articles by these
platforms about nature to see the development of a hype. When looking more specifically at the groups
standing out for each hype, local advocate groups against forest logging or individual animal welfare
advocates where present in the debates regarding forest logging and the return of the wolf. This is in
line with the results suggesting that this hype is started by an accumulation of discussions by local
advocate groups or individuals with a clear viewpoint and finding and monitoring these accounts could
be a good indication of the development of a hype.
There was no indication found in the results that during a peak in number of messages, the discussion
started to take place on more websites. When looking at the individual accounts however, the results
showed that during peaks, more people where participating in the debate, but also already active people
started to participate more.
Such a peak in the number of messages of all three hypes was mostly due to an increase of messages
on Twitter and via sharing news articles. It was however not possible to conclude from the results
whether polarisation was taking place on these platforms.
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5 Discussion
This research used a mixed method approach, which fits the explorative nature of this research. The
qualitative semi-structured interview gave insight into the research question:
which concepts give an insight into the understanding of a social media hype in the Dutch nature
conservation sector?
These results where then used as framework for the quantitative analysis of the social media hypes to
answer the following research questions:
how do these concepts develop over time in a social media hype?
And can patterns be recognized of the concept of a social media hype by comparing these concepts in
different social media hypes?
This chapter reflects upon the results and discusses the context in which they should be interpreted. In
the first section, the results of both the interviews as well as the analyses of social media messages are
discussed and further explained by additional literature. This is followed by a reflection upon the
theoretical framework. Where the influence of the theoretical framework on the results is discussed. The
discussion ends with a reflection on the methodological choices and how these could have influences
the results.

5.1 Interpretation of the results
This section focuses on how the results can be used to answer the three research questions. This
section is structured according to the three pillars used to structure the theoretical framework and results
as well. First discussing the number of messages over time. Followed by the discussion about the
content of the analyses. This section ends with the discussion about the participants and platforms.

5.1.1 The amount of messages
Relative versus absolute number of messages in finding the trigger event

The interviewees confirmed that a social media hype starts with a trigger event. They confirmed that a
trigger event is a news item. The trigger events suggested by the interviewees, where all newspaper
articles. Pang (2013) however, appointed videos as trigger event. That the trigger events of the social
media hypes analysed in this research were newspaper articles does, not rule out the possibility other
news items as trigger event.
The theory and results of the interviews disagreed in whether it is best to look at the relative or absolute
number of messages over time for finding the trigger event day. Literature presented that a trigger event
causes an increase of 150 percent in number of messages (Bodystun, Hardy, and Walgrave 2014).
Following this reasoning, the trigger event of the social media hype can be found when looking at the
days with a relative increase of at least 150 percent. The interviewees suggested to look at the number
of messages over time. The trigger event is recognized by a peak in absolute number of messages.
Both methods of finding the trigger event are compared to see which analyses is best.
All supposed trigger event days had a high number of messages, although these were not the days with
the highest number of messages a day. The trigger event day cannot be found when looking at the day
with the highest number of messages. Looking at the relative change only revealed the trigger event
day of the hype insect extinction. This was on 18-10-2017 which had a the relative increase of 18.44.
This was not the only day where the relative increase was higher than 150 percent. For hypes with a
relative low number of messages over time, like the hypes insect extinction and the return of the wolf,
there are a lot of days labelled as trigger event day. This clouded the results. Both methods are not able
to find all trigger event days in practise.
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The interviewees suggested that some hypes can start by a slumbering of messages instead of one
trigger event. In these cases, the relative increase is low since the topic is already discussed in previous
days. For the hypes forest logging and insect extinction, the number of messages a week prior to the
supposed trigger event day where higher than on the supposed trigger event day. For the hype forest
logging, the discussed a week prior to the supposed trigger event was dominated by different local
advocate groups. For that reason, the hype forest logging started by a multitude of local discussions.
This underlines the argument of one of the interviewees, explaining that social media create the
opportunity for local discussion to become trending on national scale. For the hype the return of the wolf,
the number of messages a week prior to the suggested trigger event day where relatively high. In the
seven days prior to the supposed trigger event, there were multiple discussions about wolf sightings or
wolf killing sheep.
The comparison of both methods shows that the start of a social media hype cannot be found by only
looking at the absolute or relative number of messages. For the hype forest logging, the discussion
started at local scale before being discussed on national level. This is in line with findings in Pang (2013).
She found that a social media hype can manifest when different platforms post messages about the
discussion. Or when the topic is discussed by a lot of different users. This plays into the term multimedia-ness of Bodystun et al. (2014) which means that discussing a topic on different multitude
platforms or by different users does not only have effect on the duration of a social media hype, but also
on the start.

The development in number of messages over time

The interviewees see a social media hype as something brief, covering only a couple of days or weeks.
They use Coosto or a sort like program to follow a social media hype and to find the trigger event
afterwards. Coosto looks at the development in number of messages per day. By looking at the number
of messages per day (Figure 5), peaks can be identified after the supposed trigger event days. These
peaks only take a couple of days or weeks. It is thus logical to point out the supposed trigger event days
like they did. However, looking at daily fluctuations in number of messages shows a lot of noise. This is
why the moving average was used too smoothen the results, similar to other research analysing social
media messages over time (Daas et al. 2015). Looking at daily trends assumes that there is no reporting
delay between a trigger event news item and other messages. Although traditional media platforms try
to keep the time between the actual event happening and publication as short as possible (Vasterman
2005), the hype insect extinction showed a clear reporting delay. The day of the publication of the
German research in PlosOne and the following day, were both dominated by news about the publication
of the research. Thus, it is better to look at number of messages per week or month.
For the hypes forest logging and insect extinction, the supposed trigger event days where clearly visible
as a peak when looking at the moving average over 30 days (Figure 7). For the hype, the return of the
wolf, the supposed trigger event day caused a peak that was visible in the daily variation and the moving
average over seven days. Not in the moving average trend over 30 days. The supposed trigger event
day did not cause a lot more media attention compared to other months. It could be that this hype follows
a different pattern. Stevens et al. (2018) found three different patterns in the number of messages over
time. However, all these patterns started with a trigger event causing an enormous amount of media
attention. The variation in the development took place after this initial peak. This enormous amount of
media attention is not visible around the supposed trigger event day for the hype the return of the wolf.
This indicates that the trigger event day for the hype the return of the wolf was not the actual trigger
event day or that not every hype starts with a trigger event.
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The duration of a social media hype determined by the content discussed over time

The interviewees where in line with literature about the duration of a social media hype. The interviewees
saw De Oostvaardersplassen social media hype as exemption. The duration of this hype was
considered to be too long and new peaks are predictable. When looking at the moving average over 30
days (Figure 7), other periods then the trigger event day have an increase in number of messages.
The duration of a social media hype was determined by looking at the content of the peaks over time.
For the hype forest logging, the focus of the discussion changed after three months. First the discussion
was focused on critique on nature organisations about their forest logging practises. This changed to a
discussion about forest logging in relation to biomass fuel. For the hype insect extinction, the focus of
the discussion changed after two months. From discussing the results of the research into the effect of
agricultural practices on the insect population. Five months later, the discussion was about the results
of research done by Natuurmonumenten and Radboud University. So, for the hypes forest logging and
insect extinction, the discussion started to flow into a bigger discussion after around two or three months
This was also found in other literature about social media hypes. Stevens et al. (2018) found that social
media hypes became part of bigger discussions over time. Although initially, the number of messages
for the hypes forest logging and insect extinction decreased over time, the discussion never completely
faded out. This is in line with the results found in Pang (2013). The in depth analysis of De
Oostvaardersplassen showed that after the initial buzz, multiple parallel discussion started. People tried
to use the media attention for their own benefit (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018; Mathijssen,
Breman, and Stevens 2019). The results of the hypes forest logging and insect extinction are in line with
the theory on the duration of social media hypes. The results show that the social media hypes took
around two or three months, before becoming part of a broader discussion.

Main discussion points

The results discussed in previous section can answer the research questions in light of the amount of
messages over time.
The first research question is: Which concepts provide insight into social media hypes in the Dutch
nature conservation sector?
There are multiple concepts identified by the interviewees regarding the development of number of
messages over time. The interviewees suggested that a hype starts with a trigger event, although a
hype can also start via a slumbering of local discussions. The duration of a hype is thought to be multiple
days to a few weeks. This means that De Oostvaardersplassen social media hype is an exemption. The
interviewees assumed that the development of a social media hype followed the same pattern described
in figure 1. The interviewees suggested that a trend is best recognized by looking at the number of
messages over time.
The second research question is: How do these concepts develop over time in a social media hype?
The results show that indeed a trigger event is seen as the start of a hype, although a hype can also
start via a slumbering of discussions. The hype insect extinction started with a clear trigger event. The
hypes forest logging and the return of the wolf where slumbering before the expected trigger event day.
For the hype forest logging the focus after the expected trigger event day changed from a regional to a
national discussion.
The social media hypes analysed did not follow the pattern of two or three interest waves. The was no
distinct pattern in the development of a social media hype after the initial peak.
Both the number of messages as the relative increase do not find the trigger event day. The trend in
number of messages over time is best to see when looking at the moving average over 30 days.
The third research question is: Can patterns be recognized in the concepts found of social media hypes
by comparing these concepts across a multitude of social media hypes over time?
By comparing the development of these concepts over time, the following can be concluded. For the
hype, the return of the wolf, there was no clear flow in the topics discussed over time. Different topics
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where discussed during peaks. This hype is an exemption in the increase in media attention after the
trigger event day, since the supposed trigger event did not lead to an enormous peak in the 30 days
moving average. There were multiple topics discussed a week prior to the supposed trigger event day.
All in all, the discussion regarding the return of the wolf is constructed of multiple discussions throughout
the whole time period researched. If this hype follows the same development as the hype about De
Oostvaardersplassen, this means that the time period chosen for this hype does not reflect the start of
the debate, but the debate after the initial buzz.

5.1.2 The content and emotion of the discussion
The content of social media hypes

The interviewees mention that discussions are framed towards certain arguments, which do not
necessarily reflect all viewpoints. One of the interviewees said that forest logging is often done to
transform forests into other nature areas. This is approved by N2000 legislation. The interviewee thought
that this argument was not reflected in the online debate. The analysis shows that only two percent of
the messages for the social media hype forest logging are collected with the search term N2000. This
is in line with the observation of the interviewee. N2000 is not mentioned in the discussion regarding
forest logging. Most messages of this hype are collected using the search terms carbon dioxide or nature
organisations. This is reflected in some of the frequently used words (Appendix VI. Figure 13).
Frequently used words during this hype are: CO2 (55.500 times), Provincie (28.921 times), gemeente
(23.560 times), hout (22.097 times) & Staatsbosbeheer (18.671 times) 31.
For the hype insect extinction, four times more messages are found with the search term nature then
the search term agriculture. The topics discussed most general and during peaks are nature and
research. This is however not reflected in the frequently used words (Appendix VI. Figure 13) where
natuur (nature) is mentioned 12.173 times and landbouw (agriculture) is mentioned 13.536 times. When
looking more closely at the social media messages gathered with the search term nature, there are a
lot of variations of the word natuur. Like Natuurlijk (naturally) or Natuurmonumenten. These different
variations of the word nature show that although it looks like this discussion is framed towards the
publication of the research in light of nature, there is also debate about agriculture. This fits the results
about the content analysis over time. This analysis concluded that after about two months, this
discussion is broadened towards the implications of agriculture on the insect populations.
For the hype the return of the wolf, the search terms that gathered the most messages are sheep and
territory. Some frequent words found in Appendix VI. Figure 13 are Schapen (sheep) which is mentioned
28.920 times, Nederland (Nederland) 22.315 times, schade (damage) 9.587 times and Duitsland
(Germany) 6.979 times. These are in line with the search terms that gathered most messages.
This research tried to determine the framing of arguments by using the search terms as proxies for the
topics discussed. For the hype forest logging and the return of the wolf, the search terms and commonly
used words are in line, strengthening the fact that the search terms are a good representation of the
topics discussed in the social media hype. For the hype insect extinction, the number of messages
gathered with the word nature made it look like this discussion was framed towards nature related
arguments, while in reality this was not the case. Working with the search terms as proxies can give a
distorted view of reality. Aarts et al. (2015) classified a certain amount of messages in frames by hand.
In-depth studies into framing find it difficult to classify social media messages into different frames
(Overveld 2019). Stevens et al. (2018) looked at frames only in Twitter messages by combining an
interactive framing method and a semantic map method. Adding analyses to the script where messages
are classifies according to certain word combinations was too time consuming for this research. Less
difficult text analyses already asked to much computing power of a normal desktop. Complex text
analyses would make it too difficult for users to run the script. Working with search terms as proxies for
the content of the online debate was the most time efficient way for this research. This is however not
enough to prove information on the frames dominant in the debate.
CO2 (55.500 times), Province (28.921 times), municipality (23.560 times), wood (22.097 times) &
Staatsbosbeheer (18.671 times)
31
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The interviewees mention that most of the discussion on social media platforms are based on opinions
and not on facts. Overveld (2019) tried to classify social media messages based on arguments used.
She found out that only a very limited number of messages were clear on where their knowledge was
based on, making it very difficult to group messages according to argumentation. Here was not focussed
on in this research.
The interviewees were in line with the theoretical framework about the use of frames in the social media
discussion. The analyses performed in this research could not identify frames. The search terms can be
used as proxy for the topics discussed over time when careful with interpreting the results. The search
terms are a good representation of the topics discussed in relation to the most frequently used words
for each social media hype. The interviewees agreed on the fact that mostly opinions were used in the
online debate. This could not be confirmed with the analyses of this research.

The emotions of the discussion
The general sentiment and trend in sentiment over time
The sentiment in social media hypes is described as very negative by the interviewees. This sentiment
is different than the sentiment of the general online debate about nature, which quite positive (Breman,
Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). This could indicate that social media hypes have a more negative
sentiment that other online discussions. One interviewee explains that people are who they want to be
online. People do not feel the consequences of their actions. The analyses of social media messages
show that for all three hypes, the overall sentiment is only slightly negative (Table 5). This is also the
case for the social media hype De Oostvaardersplassen (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018).
It is interesting to look at the trend in sentiment over time, to see which factors influence the overall
sentiment. The trend in sentiment is plotted as the moving average over seven days and 30 days (Figure
10). This method is good for finding patterns of in the sentiment of online discussions (Daas et al. 2015).
All three hypes follow a different pattern in sentiment over time. Over time, the sentiment of the hype
forest logging becomes more and more negative. For the hype insect extinction, the discussion becomes
more positive after the trigger event. The sentiment of the hype the return of the wolf stays around the
same over time. These results show that there is no general development of sentiment. Different factors
influence the sentiment of each hype.
Breman et al. (2018) stated that sentiment shows discomfort of people about the current situation. The
negative environment is a breeding ground for people organizing themselves to take action (Breman,
Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). Following this reasoning can be said that when the debate turns
negative, people are organizing themselves in groups (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). The
participants of the hype forest logging can fit this reasoning. Appendix VI. Table 8 shows the top 20
users per hype. For the hype forest logging, there are three local advocate groups in the top 20. These
are: BomenAchterhoek (316 messages), DeAchterhoekNWS (239 messages) & Behoud Scheveningste
bosjes, Waterpartij en Westrbroekpark (100 messages). In table 10, the contribution of the top three of
different participant groups is shown. Local advocate groups dominate this hype by contribution with 63
percent of the messages compared to the other groups. For this hype, the presence of local advocate
groups could have led to the decline in sentiment over time.
Daas et al. (2015) found that the sentiment around Christmas in different trends to be higher than the
overall sentiment. For the hype insect extinction, the sentiment around Christmas is way higher than the
overall sentiment, although this increase started right after the trigger event. It is more likely that the
publication of the German research lead to an increase in sentiment for this hype.
Figure 15 in Appendix VI shows the trends between the moving average of sentiment and the number
of messages. These two trends follow around the same pattern. This could indicate that there is some
sort of mechanism between these two trends, or that there is a bias in the calculation of sentiment. It is
possible that the sentiment is higher when the sentiment of more messages is calculated. The trend is
not influences by the topics discussed (Table 6).
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Polarisation of the debate and the platforms used
The literature review and results of the interviews both reason that the discussion in a social media hype
is polarised. Which plainly means that there are both very positive and very negative participants in the
debate. In this research, this is expressed as a range in sentiment, just like in the research of Mendez
et al. (2018). The broader the range in sentiment, the more polarised the debate is.
Some literature suggest that the level of polarisation is different across different platforms (Lee et al.
2014). Platforms where an open discussion can take place are less polarised then platforms with less
potential for discussion. A platform which is thought the be the least constructive is Twitter. One of the
interviewees explains that it is hard to be constructive or nuanced on Twitter. A Tweet can contain a
very limited amount of words. Most messages are posted on Twitter. There are a lot or newspaper
articles posted (Figure 17). The range in sentiment on Twitter should be very broad to indicate
polarisation. Yet, the median of Twitter sentiment for all three hypes is 0 (Figure 12). When looking at
the data files, the Twitter messages mostly got a 0 for sentiment. This could be because Twitter
messages are very small, making it hard to calculate sentiment. The outliers in the boxplots are not
plotted to make the graphs clearer. This also influences the limited amount of information on the range
of Twitter sentiment. Furthermore, other research into Dutch Tweets revealed that up to 50 percent of
Tweets can be pointless babble (Daas et al. 2012) making the results of the Tweets less representable
for the overall debate. These results could thus not validate the results of the interviewees, saying that
the online discussion is mostly polarised, especially on Twitter.
The interviewees say that a big part of the online discussion takes place on Facebook. The analyses of
social media messages contradict this. Facebook is not even used as platform for the hype insect
extinction (Figure 17). This could be because a lot of discussion happens in private Facebook groups,
like the discussion of De Oostvaardersplassen (Mathijssen and Breman 2019). These messages cannot
be gathered by Coosto. Therefore, it seems like there is not much discussion on Facebook.
The interviewees said that on Instagram everybody was positive. Coosto is not permitted to use
Instagram data, so this cannot be validated in this research (Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018).
The range in sentiment is plotted per search term (Figure 11). The results show that all search terms
have a broad range in sentiment. There is not much different in polarisation between different search
terms. This is confirmed by the most dominant search terms per hype, which do not have a different
range in sentiment then less used search terms (Table 6).
It is possible to reduce the polarisation in the online debate. The more participants interact with users
with different viewpoints, the smaller the range in sentiment. For the hype De Oostvaardersplassen,
strategies to reduce the polarisation were way less present in the online discussion than strategies
confirming different groups (Aarts et al. 2015). Stevens et al. (2018) confirmed that users present
themselves as a certain identity and also confirming other people’s identity. To better understand the
creation of frames and the strategies for creating frames, further research can look into more complex
text analyses.
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The main discussion points

The results discussed in previous section can answer the research questions in light of the content and
emotions in social media hypes.
The first research question is: Which concepts provide insight into social media hypes in the Dutch
nature conservation sector?
The concepts identified by both literature and the interviewees are framing of arguments, negative
sentiment and polarisation. Expected is that arguments used by nature conservation organisation are
not used in the online debate. The polarisation is thought the be different on different social media
platforms. The interviewees agreed on the fact that mostly opinions were used in the online debate.
The second research question is: How do these concepts develop over time in a social media hype?
The results indicate that certain frames are highlighted in the online debate. N2000 policy was not
discussed in the hype forest logging, although it was the main reason for nature conservation
organisations for logging. More complex text analyses are required to both identify different frames and
understand the argumentation of participants.
The social media hypes show different trends in sentiment. The moving average in sentiment follows
around the same trend as the moving average in number of messages. The results show that there is
polarisation of the debate. Although a social media hype appears to be slightly more negative compared
to another online discussion, the overall emotion is not very negative.
The third research question is: Can patterns be recognized in the concepts found of social media hypes
by comparing these concepts across a multitude of social media hypes over time?
The search terms are used as proxy for the topics discussed in the online debate. These results can be
validated comparing them to the most frequent words of each hype. Together they can provide insight
into the content of the debate. For the hype forest logging and insect extinction, the main focus of the
online discussion merged into a broader discussion. This means that a social media hype can take
around two or three months. A social media hype can be stirred up again, this also happens for the hype
De Oostvaardersplassen.
A social media hype is slightly more negative than the general online debate about nature. The pattern
in sentiment is different for all three hypes. The pattern of the hype forest logging can be explained by
the presence of local advocate groups. Where these groups efficiently criticize nature management. It
is not clear what influences the sentiment trend of the hype insect extinction and the return of the wolf.
There is no difference in polarisation between the topics.
The moving average of the number of messages and sentiment follow around the same trend. This
could be due to a bias in the calculation of sentiment. There can be another reason for this.
The online platform expected to have the most polarisation is Twitter. Tweets are short. This makes it
difficult to determine the range in sentiment on Twitter. This is a shame since most messages are posted
on Twitter. Also, by removing the outliers, the boxplots are clearer overall, but there is little information
about the range in sentiment on Twitter. This research cannot confirm that there is a clear difference in
polarisation across different online platforms.
In more in depth- research is looked at the use of frames and how these influence the polarisation of
the debate. This was outside the scope of this research. No conclusions can be drawn about reducing
polarisation or the influence of group identities on the polarisation of the debate. During this research
was decided to not dive into the argumentation of users. This because it was thought to be too time
consuming.
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5.1.3 The participants in the online debate
A person can be tracked over time by following their account name. This is difficult since an account
name is easily changeable and people can use different account names on different online platforms
(Figure 9) (Jang and Hart 2015). It is not appropriate to zoom in at specific users.
So, the users are tracked in general over time (Table 11). Looking at the number of unique users can
be insightful for identifying peaks since the bot accounts are filtered out (Oka, Hashimoto, and Ikegami
2014). The results show that the number of participants increase during peaks, but already present
participants post more messages since the mean is higher than the median per hype. In general people
post three messages. This gives a view on how polarised they are, since the more people are active in
the debate, the more polarised their posts are (Williams et al. 2015).
To understand the participation of different groups like traditional news platforms or nature
organisations, accounts needed to be grouped. There is no attribute in the data on which accounts can
be grouped, this was be done by hand.
The interviewees suggested that nature organisations participate more in social media hypes that have
a positive effect on people’s willingness to invest time in nature conservation. Like the hype insect
extinction. The results showed that nature organisations participated more in this hype compared to the
other two hypes. Still, traditional news platforms and individual journalists had more influence on the
debate (Table 9). Individual foresters where present in the debate about insect extinction and the return
of the wolf. Individual foresters were also present in the hype about De Oostvaardersplassen (Breman,
Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). Nature organisations see the accounts of individual foresters as ways
to give a nuanced view on the daily tasks of a forester. In-depth analyses of De Oostvaardersplassen
showed that especially after the start, traditional media were active in the social media hype (Mathijssen,
Breman & Stevens 2019). The results of this research cannot confirm a change in participation of groups
over time.
The interviewees indicated that regional newspapers and De Telegraaf had a high participation in the
online debate. De Telegraaf was only found in the top three of most participating news platforms for the
hype insect extinction. Individual journalists stated to write for regional newspapers. It was hard to
determine for which regional newspapers they have written and trace that back to the social media
messages datasets. This made it difficult to determine whether regional newspapers were more active
in the hypes compared to national newspapers.
The social media hypes forest logging and insect extinction were mostly dominated by activist (groups).
Monitoring these individual accounts is best for tracking the social media hype.
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The main discussion points

The results discussed in previous section can answer the research questions in light of the participants
of the social media hypes.
The first research question is: Which concepts provide insight into social media hypes in the Dutch
nature conservation sector?
The concepts identified by the interviewees as important in social media hypes is the participation of
traditional media, protest groups and nature organisations in the debate.
The second research question is: How do these concepts develop over time in a social media hype?
Nature organisations are thought to participate more in hypes that have a positive influence on the
nature organisation.
The third research question is: Can patterns be recognized in the concepts found of social media hypes
by comparing these concepts across a multitude of social media hypes over time?
The results show that nature organisations participate more in hypes positively influencing them,
although their average participation is very low. Traditional newspapers, activist (groups) and individual
journalists are most active and worth tracking to follow the debate over time.
Overall, with an increase of messages, more people participate in the debate. When comparing groups
of participants, the group participating most is different per hype, making it hard to understand which
participants to track. Nature organisations participate more in hypes positively influencing them,
although their average participation is very low. Traditional newspapers, activist (groups) and individual
journalists are most active and worth tracking to follow the debate over time.

5.2 Reflection on the theory
This section of the discussion reflects on the theoretical framework. This section starts by reflecting
upon the role of the theoretical framework. Followed by a reflection of the concept of a trigger event.
The last part of this section reflects upon how the theoretical framework can be used to understand the
results.

5.2.1 The role of the theoretical framework
The role of the theoretical framework was to be a lens through which the results can be interpreted. It
was the basis for understanding a social media hype in the Dutch nature conservation sector. At the
start of this research was expected that the results of the interview would give a deeper understanding
of the concepts found in literature. In practise, the results of the interviews mostly gave another viewpoint
on how to interpret the concepts found in literature. When interpreting the results in the discussion, the
results are compared with both the concepts of the theoretical framework and the results of the
interviews. The theoretical framework was powerful in the way that it gave structure to the interview
format. This ensured that a social media hype was discussed in a broad way. Specific parts of the online
debate, like the role of the traditional media, where otherwise not discussed in the interviews.

5.2.2 Clearly defining the concept of a trigger event
The concept of a trigger event was redefined during the analyses of results. The definition of the
theoretical framework was not clear enough. A trigger event has multiple meanings (Vasterman 2018).
In the beginning, the explanation of a trigger event was based on that of Vasterman (2005) saying that
a trigger event causes an enormous amount of media attention. In practise, it was unclear whether a
trigger event was a news item or if it was part of the media attention it created. Therefore, later in the
research the definition of Wien & Elmelund-Præstekær (2009) was used, where a trigger event was
seen as a news item. This still caused some confusion. Leading to the introduction of a trigger event
day, which stands for the day that the trigger event was published.
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5.2.3 Applying the theoretical concepts to the results
Pillar 1: the amount of messages

The properties of a media hype gave useful insight in findings the patterns in the number of messages
over time. The theory about the duration, trigger events and development were all used to better
understand the patterns in the number of messages over time.
The theoretical framework did not show a consensus in the development in number of messages after
the initial peak. This research did not provide more insight into this. The patterns found by looking at the
moving average in number of messages over 30 days, where not in line with the findings of both
Vasterman (2015) and Stevens et al. (2018). The three hypes did not clearly show two or three interest
waves, like expected by Pang (2013). The literature that was most in line with the findings was that of
Pang (2013) and Stevens et al. (2018). The results of this research confirmed that a social media hype
does not fade out and becomes part of a broader discussion (Pang 2013; Stevens et al. 2016). This
broader discussion is in the same domain as the social media hype, confirming that a social media hype
is enlarged by the self-reinforcing processes of the media (Vasterman 2005; Wien and ElmelundPræstekær 2009; Bodystun, Hardy, and Walgrave 2014). These self-reinforcing processes are thus
present in both media hypes and social media hypes.
The development of a social media hypes was studied by analysing the whole time frame of a year. This
did not gave space for analysing the difference in interaction between traditional and social media over
time. The strong presence of traditional media in the social media hypes, indicate some level of multimedia-ness. Meaning that a hype covers multiple platforms (Bodystun, Hardy, and Walgrave 2014). The
strong presence of traditional media gives credibility to the online discussions (Pang 2013).
In this research, the literature about media hypes and the literature about social media hypes gave
insights to better understand a social media hype. Stevens et al. (2018) found the literature of Wien and
Elmelund-Præstekær (2009) & Elmelund-Præstekær and Wien (2018) not useful in understanding
patterns. This was not experienced in this research where the findings of these two studies where often
in line with the findings of Vasterman (2005). The findings of Vasterman (2005) were a useful source for
understanding the development of hypes.

Pillar 2: The content of the debate

The theory describing the content of the debate and participants originated of qualitative in-depth
analyses. Like Sabatier & Huveneers (2018) or Neuman et al. (2014). This did not fit the explorative
character of this research, where was looked at patterns from a more general level. The computing
power and time frame did not allow for in-depth analyses for three hypes about for example the used
frames in the research. Therefore, some of the patterns suggested by literature and the interviewees
were not tested.
The interview results were mostly in line with the findings in the theoretical framework about the content
of the debate. This means that it is very likely that mostly emotional arguments are used in the online
debate. Although this is not validated in the social media hypes, there is an abundance of examples
about the use of emotions in nature related discussions (A. E. Buijs et al. 2012; Breman, Mathijssen,
and Stevens 2018; Aarts et al. 2015; Mattijssen, Breman, and Stevens 2019). In addition, literature
explains that emotional arguments in combination with the filter bubble of social media platforms can
lead to polarisation of the debate. This research found polarisations in all three hypes. Which makes it
very likely that emotional arguments are used. It was not described in the theoretical framework how the
polarisation was visible. This research did not add to that, since there was no clear difference in range
in sentiment between different topics or social media platforms.
The framing of the discussion is analysed by looking at the presence of different search terms. This
indicated framing of the debates to some level. This was a new way of looking at the content discussed,
which is not found in literature before.
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Pillar 3: the participants and platforms used

The theoretical framework presented that traditional media have an important role in social media hypes.
When asked about the role of traditional media, all three interviewees had not thought about it
beforehand. Yet, the results show that traditional media have a dominant role in the three social media
hypes. This means that the theoretical framework had a valuable role in understanding the participants
of social media hypes.
Most of the concept found in De Oostvaardersplassen social media hype, were in line with other
research about social media hypes (Stevens et al. 2018) and findings in this research. De
Oostvaardersplassen discussion has multiple triggers, the newsworthiness is questionable (Korthagen,
Dekker, and Breman 2020) and the debate is polarised (Aarts et al. 2015). The interviewees thought
that De Oostvaardersplassen social media hype was an exemption. However, the findings of De
Oostvaardersplassen social media hype are in line with what a social media hype entails in the Dutch
nature conservation sector according to this research.
Other research into finding patterns in hypes mostly focussed in researching patterns instead of
explaining how these patterns are caused (Neuman et al. 2014; Pang 2013). This made it difficult to get
a comprehensive understanding of social media hypes, which was the aim of this research.
The theoretical framework is used to structure the discussion of the diversity in concepts of social media
hypes during the interviews. It was also used to interpret the results, especially when the findings in
literature were different than the results of the interviews. Using the concepts found in literature for a
quantitative analyses was difficult. Some concepts needed to be defined better during the research. The
time frame and computing power also did not allow for the analyses of some of the more complex
concepts found in literature.
Using the definition of a media hype as basis is useful for understanding the development in number of
messages of a social media hype. Although the results of this research are mostly in line with literature
about social media hypes, there is overlap between a media hype and social media hype. It looks like a
social media hype experiences the self-reinforcement of the media. A social media hype develops due
to the multi-media-ness. Comparing the results of this analyses with De Oostvaardersplassen social
media hype was useful for understanding social media hypes.

5.3 Reflection on the methodology
This part of the discussion reflects upon the effect of the decisions made in the methodology. First the
multi-method approach and multiple case study design are discussed. Then, for the semi-structured
interviews are discussed. Followed by a discussion on the use of Coosto and the Python script.
The aim of this research was to better understand the patterns of the development of social media hypes
to help nature conservation organisation. This assumes that nature conservation organisations need to
act upon these hypes. The hypes studied in this research happened in the last couple of years. The
need to understand social media hypes is thus urgent. It is also good to realise, that society can decide
to let the online debate not influence long-term management plans. Social media messages are mostly
posted for entertainment (Gottfried and Shearer 2016) in (Feezell 2018) and 50 percent of the Tweets
is noise (Daas et al. 2015). We know that the online debate gives a distorted view of reality (Breman,
Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018; Aarts et al. 2015). Future research can decide to focus on how much
influence the social media debate can have on the legitimacy of nature organisations.

5.3.1 Mixed method approach
Th researcher needed to be able to perform two different methods in a sophisticated way (Fielding
2012). The researcher had some experience with semi-structured interviews and creating Python
scripts. However, the analyses of both datasets was more time consuming than expected beforehand.
The mixed method approach is more than the sum of different parts. The integration of both methods is
done by translating text in figures. The results of this research are limited by the social media data and
the way how concepts can be translated into figures. The focus of the interview results, is on the results
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that can be analysed with the Python script. This created a bias in the findings highlighted in the
interviews. The sequential nature of the mixed method approach lead to this research starting without a
full framework for the analyses of the social media messages. Because of the lack of experience of the
research with performing large scale research, regaining focus throughout the research took more time
than expected beforehand. The knowledge of the interviewees was less than expected beforehand.
During the interviews, examples had to be given. This could increase the researcher bias, where the
researcher could have influence the interview results by the examples given. This research used
different data collection methods. When concepts were present in the data analyses of both methods,
they are more likely to be valid (Fielding 2012). The order of the data collection has an effect on the final
results, making it unclear whether or not part of the results are actual findings are caused by the
sequencing itself. This threat to legitimation is reduced by validating the results with the interviewees
(Fielding 2012). The results are compared across different cases, reducing the researcher bias and
increasing the external validity. Still, the sequential nature of this research makes it difficult to generalise
the patterns found to other social media hypes (Onwuegbuzie and Johnson 2006).

5.3.2 Multiple case study design
The definition of a social media hype found in literature was too broad to ensure that the online
discussions where in fact social media hypes. luckily, the sequential nature of this research made it
possible that these three social media hypes where presented to the interviewees, to verify if the experts
also saw these discussions as social media hypes (Christ 2007). The three hypes and trigger event
news items of the three hypes were all validated by the experts. Having thought about the starting point
of each hype beforehand introduced a bias towards the results. This was however needed to extract
messages within a one year time period. For future research it would be best to extract messages for a
couple of year, and identifying the starting point by looking at the peaks. This was not possible to do
within this research due to the limitations in computing power.
The results about the return of the wolf indicate that the time frame chosen for this hype was after the
initial buzz. This could be because there was expert available to discuss this hype in the time frame of
the interviews. Because the development of this debate was not known beforehand, the lack of specific
information about this hype could have led to a bias of the results. Where the patterns found for the
return of the wolf are not in line with the theory and findings of interviewees because they could not be
understood.
Analysing three cases was positive for the external validity of this research. If the patterns found are
present in multiple hypes, it is more likely that these patterns are present in most social media hypes in
the Dutch nature conservation sector. The time period of the hype the return of the wolf is likely not the
right moment. This means that most patterns are only found in the other two hypes. This leads to a
reduced external validity. The findings of this research are strengthened when the analyses are
performed over more social media hypes in the nature conservation sector, or in other sectors.

5.3.3 The analyses of the semi-structured interviews
The interviews provided on some parts a deeper understanding into for example the participation of
nature organisations in different social media hypes. On other occasions, there were contradictions in
answers within the same interview. For example about the start of a hype. This shows that the questions
where sometimes not topics that the interviewees see as part of social media hypes. There were many
interview questions, which was sometimes too much to answer within the time frame of each interview.
Especially, since the inexperience of the researcher with performing interviews lead sometimes to
irrelevant stories being discussed.
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5.3.4 Coosto & Python script
The time period and search terms used for Coosto

The time frame used for gathering the social media messages was a year. For all three hypes, there are
still messages at the end of this time period, so the discussion did not end within the chosen time frame.
The research of Aarts et al. (2015), showed that the online discussion about De Oostvaardersplassen
had a time period of multiple years. To really grasp the development of a social media hype, the time
period needs to be longer than a year.
This research looked at trends over the whole time period. This is different from other research into
social media hypes, where different periods are identified within the hype (Overveld 2019; Aarts et al.
2015; Mathijssen, Breman, and Stevens 2019). These studies showed that the discussion is different
between time periods. For future research it would thus be best to choose a time frame of multiple years
and identify different time periods within the social media hype.
Some search terms follow the same trend in number of messages over time and have around the same
contribution towards the total number of messages. These are the search terms: agriculture and
armageddon for the hype insect extinction and the search terms subsidy and population for the return
of the wolf. Since these search terms follow the same trend, these could be merged. For the search
term carbon dioxide, the contrary is happening. This search term is too broad. By dividing this search
term into smaller topics, the nuance and change in the debate could be seen better. Going through
iterations of refining the search terms will show a better overview of the hypes.
There are search terms with a high overlap of messages with other search terms. For the hype forest
logging, the search terms agriculture and N2000 have an overlap with other search terms of 100 percent.
For future research, it would be best to analyse which search terms overlap the most with each search
term and determine what are the most common words in this overlap. Coosto has an option to search
for messages unless they have a specific word combination. The number of duplicate messages could
be reduced by both stating the word combinations that are allow and which are not allow in Coosto.
Concluding can be said that the development of a social media hype is best understand by using a time
frame of multiple years. Within this time frame, different periods can then be researched in more detail.
The search terms are a good proxy for the topics discussed, especially when using an iterative process
of fine tuning the different search terms. Furthermore, by expanding the analyses of the duplicate
messages, the percentage of duplicate messages are reduced. This will also increase the usefulness of
using different search terms.

The use of Coosto

The social media messages are structured in the CSV files by Coosto. This makes that the information
gathered for each message is limited by the limitations of Coosto. Coosto is not transparent about these
limitations, and these limitations are only reported about in literature discussion (Van De Belt et al. 2018;
Breman, Mathijssen, and Stevens 2018). During this research came forward that the different
paragraphs of some blogs or newspaper articles where seen as different social media messages by
Coosto. Coosto has trouble finding the right title and author name for blogs and news sites structured in
an unusual way. For 15 to 22 percent of the messages, there was no author name.
One way of having more insight into the choses made to structure the social media messages is by
building a social media scraper as researchers. This will provide more information per message. These
scrapers only work in real time. Social media hypes can happen very unexpectedly. It is also difficult to
find the right search terms without iterations. So some sort of monitoring tool like Coosto will always be
needed to gather messages of social media hypes.
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The analyses of the social media messages with the Python script

The Python script ensures that every hype is analyses using the exact same calculations. Programming
scripts are flexible and transparent, since users can follow the calculations line by line (Borra and Rieder
2014). Using this script also has a couple of downfalls. First of all, the sentiment analyses are performed
by the Vader package. Figure 14 Appendix VI shows that the sentiment calculated by this package more
negative than the sentiment calculated by Coosto. Therefore, the results of the sentiment analyses can
only be used to compare different hypes using the same calculations.
The complexity of the analyses with the script are limited by the computing power of the desktop used.
This to ensure that nature conservation organisations can run the script on a computer or laptop
themselves. This is also visible in the choice to work with the Vader package for calculating sentiment.
The Vader package is quite a basic package for calculating sentiment. The accuracy of the sentiment
analyses could also be increased by filtering out stopwords or using a relevancer to group tweets into
certain topics (Hürriyetoğlu et al. 2016). The desktop froze every time more complex text analyses were
tried to perform. Like filtering out stopwords The results would be more accurate by using a machine
learning algorithm to determine the sentiment (Agarwal et al. 2011). With these more accurate sentiment
analyses, the framing of different groups could also be analysed in more detail like done in Williams et
al. (2015).
Thus, the Python script is a good basis for analysing social media messages. By increasing the
computing power, more complex analyses can be performed, increasing the accuracy of the results.
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6 Conclusion
The aim of this study was to gain a comprehensive understanding in social media hype in the Dutch
nature conservation sector. This in order to contribute to the knowledge on social media discussions.
The sequential mixed method approach allowed exploring social media hypes in the Dutch nature
conservation sector. When patterns are mentioned by both interviewees and found in the analysis of
social media messages in multiple hypes, these patterns are likely to be present in all social media
hypes in the Dutch nature conservation sector. This research showed that it is possible to analyse social
media hypes in the Dutch nature conservation sector in a structured way with a Python script. The
analyses of this research were limited by the computing power available and duration of the study. By
adding more complex text analyses and analysing more social media hypes, a more comprehensive
framework could be build that would apply to all social media hypes in this sector.
The theoretical framework explored the difference between a media hype and social media hype. The
theoretical framework also reviewed how the online debate can influence the societal debate. The
findings of the theoretical framework can be divided into three pillars that together explain the
development of a social media hype over time. The first pillar defined is about the number of messages
over time. The second pillar is about the content of the debate. The third pillar is about the participants
and platforms used in the online debate. Interviews with experts gave insight into how the concepts of
each pillar are represented in social media hypes in the Dutch nature conservation sector. These
concepts were then tested for three social media hypes with a Python script. For the hypes forest logging
and insect extinction patterns were found. The time analysis of the return of the wolf did not result in the
same patterns because the time window analysed for this hype was after the initial buzz. This continuing
discussion after the initial wolf buzz confirms that unlike media hypes, social media hypes do not fade
out and can always stir up again.
The results show that a social media hype starts with a trigger event causing a huge increase in the
number of messages. In this study the trigger event was always a newspaper article. The online
discussion could already be active before this trigger event, where the topic is discussed in different
regional groups. The trigger event is in these cases most likely a national newspaper article, providing
national attention to the regional discussion. The development of a social media hype is best analysed
by looking at the moving average over the last 30 days. This study shows that a trigger event causes a
huge peak in media attention. After this initial peak, there is no clear pattern in the development over
time. This research found that the duration of a social media hype in the Dutch nature conservation
sector is about two or three months.
The patterns found in the content of the debate shows that, in general the emotion during a social media
hype is slightly negative. This differs from general social media discussion about nature, where the
sentiment is more positive. The hype’s sentiment can fluctuate over time. Which factors influence the
sentiment over time cannot be concluded from the findings of this study. Polarisation, defined as a broad
range in sentiment, is hard to determine with the analysis of this research. Polarisation is not visible
across different topics. Based on literature and the interviewees, it is expected that polarisation is
happening on Twitter, the most used platform in this study. The results of this study do not indicate that
the discussion polarises on Twitter. That could be because of the accuracy of the sentiment analysis
used. A combination of the search terms and most frequent words is a good reflection of the topics
discussed in a social media hype. The results indicate that framing of certain arguments is happening,
but more in-depth analyses are needed to validate this.
It is very difficult to group people or track people over time. Therefore this research looked at the general
trend in number of participants. Grouping some users is done by hand. During peaks in media attention,
more people participate in the debate but the people already participating also post more messages.
When comparing groups of participants, the group participating most is different per hype, making it
hard to know which participants to track. Nature organisations participate more in hypes positively
influencing them, although their general participation is very low. They participate through multiple
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accounts, like individual foresters. Traditional newspapers, activist (groups) and individual journalists
are most active and worth tracking to follow the debate over time.
These different patterns on the number of messages, the content of messages, sentiment of messages
and participants of a social media hype together explain the concepts and development of a social media
hype in the Dutch nature conservation sector.
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7 Recommendations
There are a few suggestions for future research that came forward throughout this research. These
suggestions would lead to a better understanding of social media hypes in the Dutch nature conservation
sector.
The discussion already showed the need for more complex text analyses. By adding more complex text
analyses to the Python script, concepts regarding framing and different groups could be performed, just
like more accurate sentiment analyses. The discussion also showed that a social media hype can cover
a very long-time frame. Other research hinted even at multiple years. This is a huge increase in the
number of messages analysed per hype. These two factors together call for applying strategies used in
big data analyses. Thus, how social media hypes can best be research with big data analyses need to
be studied. When working with a very big-time frame, it is also possible to focus on smaller time periods.
This would give more information in the difference in participation in the different periods of the hype.
Another recommendation is to perform multiple iterations in fine tuning the search terms for this dataset.
This will give more insight in the effect of different search terms on the results. It also should give more
insight into the topics discussed. Dividing for example the search term carbon dioxide for the social
media hype forest logging in smaller search terms. This could have a big effect in investigating further
the idea of using search terms as proxies for the topics discussed, especially in combination with
reducing the percentages of duplicate messages.
The way in which the social media messages were also did not allow for the users to be classified in
different groups. This resulted in creating groups by hand based on information stating on the social
media account. Possibilities for grouping users with the script should be investigated. This could for
example be done by importing an external database that consists of organisation labels. By joining this
database with the dataset used in this research, the users could be grouped by the script.
This research focussed on three pillars together grounding the concept of a social media hype. Other
pillars could be added to better understand the development of a social media hype over time. Also,
more analyses could be added to each pillar. For example, the number of followers or friends of the user
or the number of retweets.
The trigger events causing the enormous media attention could also be researched more in detail. The
interviewees were already asked about the news values present in trigger events. By looking deeper
into which news values are present in the trigger events, a better understanding of these trigger events
is gained. This could lead to identifying possible trigger events sooner.
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Appendix I: Interview outline
The experts interviewed are Mr Jongkoen (Communicatiebureau De Lynx), Mrs van Heck
(Staatsbosbeheer) and Mr van Heck (Natuurmonumenten).

I.I Voorafgaand aan het interview
•
•
•

Mezelf voorstellen
Toestemming vragen om interview op te nemen
Onderzoek kort uitleggen
o Doel: inzicht krijgen in welke factoren bijdragen aan het opkomen van sociale media
hypes die een invloed hebben op natuur beheer organisaties
o Opstellen van analytisch raamwerk; welke nieuws waarden heeft een nieuwsbericht dat
als trigger event voor een hype dient? Wat is de invloed van sociale media op de
polarisatie van het debat? Wat is de rol van sociale media op polarisatie van het debat?
En hoe beïnvloed polarisatie de ontwikkeling van een hype?
o Analyseren van sociale media berichten van 3 cases (terugkeer van de wolf,
insectensterfte & houtkap) om het voorkomen van de nieuwswaarden te testen, en te
kijken naar de aspecten van polarisatie.

Beginnen met opname

I.II Kennismaking
•
•

Kunt u zichzelf voorstellen?
Hoe bent u in uw werk met sociale media bezig? om wat voor een activiteiten gaat het?

I.III Sociale media hype
Doel: In hoeverre volgt een sociale media hype in de praktijk een vast patroon?
1. IN hoeverre heeft u de afgelopen periode (2 – 3 jaar) met sociale media hypes te maken gehad?
2. Wat verstaat u onder de term: sociale media hype?
3. Kunt u een voorbeeld geven van zo’n hype?
4. Bent u van mening dat een sociale media hype zich via een patroon ontwikkeld?
Zo ja, wat zijn volgens u kenmerken van dit patroon?
5. Wat zijn de overeenkomstige factoren tussen de verschillende sociale media hypes?
6. Wat denkt u dat de rol is van traditionele nieuwsplatforms zoals kranten in het ontstaan, ontwikkelen
en eindigen van een sociale media hype?

I.V Trigger Event
Uitleg trigger event (zie begrippenlijst)
7. Bent u van mening dat een sociale media hype in de natuur beheer sector altijd begint met een
nieuwsbericht als trigger event dat zorgt voor een grote toename in media aandacht?
8. Kan een sociale media hype uit meerdere trigger events bestaan en zo ja, in welke mate komen
deze trigger events met elkaar overeen? (opletten bij bespreking sociale media hypes op mogelijke
triggers)

I.VI Specifieke sociale media hype
De geïnterviewde krijgt de tabel voor deze hype
9. Zou u dit omschrijven als een sociale media hype en in welke mate?
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Wat is de start van deze sociale media hype geweest?
Op welke nieuwsplatforms heeft de discussie volgens u vooral afgespeeld?
Hoe is de intensiteit met betrekking tot het aantal berichten volgens u verlopen?
Welke groepen/ categorieën kunnen er worden geïdentificeerd in deze discussie? (denk aan
dierenwelzijnsactivist/ expert etc.)
Op welke manier karakteriseren deze groepen mensen zich, in welke opzichten zijn ze anders dan
de andere groepen?
Van elke groep, vallen ze beter onder de ecocentrische/ biocentrische of antropocentrische
natuurwaarden?
Welke overtuigingen hebben deze verschillende groepen? Op welke vorm van kennis worden de
standpunten gebaseerd?
Hoe zou u de emoties van de verschillende groepen omschrijven? Hoe ervaren de verschillende
groepen natuur?
Hoe kijken de verschillende groepen aan tegen de manier waarop beslissingen worden genomen?
Wordt de manier van beslissingen nemen ook gebruikt als argument in het debat?
Alle antwoorden van bovenstaande vragen meegenomen, welke aspecten van bovenstaande
inhoud van de discussie denkt u dat het belangrijkste is in deze discussie?
Achteraf terugkijkend op deze sociale media hype, had u deze hype zien aankomen en zo ja, hoe
wist u dit?

I.VII Trigger event
Doel: specificeren van de gevonden nieuws waarden (news values), aanvullen van de nieuwswaarden
en deze prioriteren.
Uitleg nieuwswaarden (zie begrippenlijst, de geïnterviewde krijgt een kopie met de nieuwswaarden en
hun definities)
21. In welke mate zijn de nieuwswaarden uitgelegd in tabel 1, te herkennen in de trigger event(s) die
we hebben besproken vandaag?
22. Denkt u dat er nog aanvullende waarden zijn die belangrijk zijn in een trigger event en zo ja, welke
zijn dit?

I.VIII Polarisatie
Doel: Inzicht krijgen in de invloed van sociale media in zichzelf op de ontwikkeling van een sociale media
hype.
23. In hoeverre denkt u dat sociale media platformen eigenschappen bevatten die sturen naar de
ontwikkeling van een hype en welke eigenschappen zouden dit zijn?
24. Denkt u dat sociale media platformen uiteindelijk leiden tot polarisatie van het debat? Zo ja, hoe is
deze polarisatie zichtbaar in de sociale media berichten?

I.IX Afsluiten
Heeft u zelf naar aanleiding van dit gesprek nog vragen / suggesties?
Ik stuur nog een verslagje toe met het verzoek om dat waar nodig te corrigeren / aan te vullen zodat er
geen onjuistheden in staan.
•
•
•
•
•

Wilt u nog wat toevoegen aan de vragen?
Verder nog iets toe te voegen?
Bedanken voor tijd
Mag ik nog mailen bij verdere vragen?
Verder contact in februari/ maart over resultaten?

I.X Begrippenlijst
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Trigger event
Nieuwsbericht dat leidt tot een enorme toename in media aandacht omtrent het onderwerp en
dient als beginpunt voor een sociale media hype.
Nieuws waarden (News Values)
Criteria van waarden die een nieuwsbericht bezit en helpen te bepalen of een nieuws item de
moeite waard is om over te rapporteren.
Nieuws
waarden (NL)
Conflict

News value (EN)

definitie

Conflict

Het nieuws item is op een manier geframed waarbij
conflict tussen instanties, groepen of standpunten kan
ontstaan.

Tijdigheid

Timeliness

De tijd die zit tussen het rapporteren van het nieuws en
de het moment waarop het nieuws daadwerkelijk
plaatsvind.

Identificatie

Identification

Het nieuwsitem staat dichtbij het publiek in geografisch,
sociaal of cultureel aspect.

Sensatie

Sensation

Het publiek verbaasd zich over het nieuwsitem omdat
het anders is dan andere, wat een interesse
aanwakkert.

Relevantie

Relevance

Het nieuwsitem is uiterst belangrijk voor een kleine
doelgroep of matig belangrijk voor een overgroot deel
van het publiek.

Geschiktheid

Suitability

Er zijn verschillende standpunten en problemen die in
de loop van tijd kunnen worden geïdentificeerd.

Interpretatie

Interpretability

Verschillende platformen kunnen zich richten op
verschillende aspecten van het nieuwsitem.

Stereotyperen

Stereotyping

De discussie speelt
stereotyperingen.

in

op

al

bestaande

I.XI Tabellen voor de geïnterviewde
News value (EN)

definitie

Conflict

Het nieuws item is op een manier geframed
waarbij conflict tussen instanties, groepen of
standpunten kan ontstaan.

Tijdigheid

Timeliness

De tijd die zit tussen het rapporteren van het
nieuws en de het moment waarop het nieuws
daadwerkelijk plaatsvind.

Identificatie

Identification

Het nieuwsitem staat dichtbij het publiek in
geografisch, sociaal of cultureel aspect.

Nieuws
(NL)
Conflict
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Sensatie

Sensation

Het publiek verbaasd zich over het nieuwsitem
omdat het anders is dan andere, wat een
interesse aanwakkert.

Relevantie

Relevance

Het nieuwsitem is uiterst belangrijk voor een
kleine doelgroep of matig belangrijk voor een
overgroot deel van het publiek.

Geschiktheid

Suitability

Er zijn verschillende standpunten en problemen
die in de loop van tijd kunnen worden
geïdentificeerd.

Interpretatie

Interpretability

Verschillende platformen kunnen zich richten op
verschillende aspecten van het nieuwsitem.

Stereotyperen

Stereotyping

De discussie speelt in op al bestaande
stereotyperingen.
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Sociale media hype:
Verschillende
groepen:
Identificatie van de
groep
Natuurwaarde van
de groep
Overtuigingen en
vorm van kennis
Manier van
beslissingen maken
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Appendix II: The search terms per social media hype
II.I forest logging from 6-12-2018 to 6-12-2019
bos*OR hout* OR bomen* OR kap* to cover bomen/ kap/bomenkap/houtoogst/bos/bomen
File N2000: (bomen* OR bos OR houtkap OR hout OR kap) ("Natura 2000" OR "N2000")
File organisations: (bomen* OR bos OR houtkap OR hout OR kap) ("Frits van Beusekom" OR
"Staatsbosbeheer" OR "SBB" OR "Natuurmonumenten" OR "NM" OR provincie OR provincial* OR
landschapsorganisatie*)
File carbondioxide: (bomen* OR bos OR houtkap OR hout OR kap) (koolstofdioxide OR "N2000" OR
"Natura 2000" OR landbouw OR "Co2" OR "CO2" OR co2)
File deforestation: (bomen* OR bos OR houtkap OR hout OR kap) (kritiek OR grootschalig OR kaal*
OR ontbossing OR houtoogst)
File agriculture: (bomen* OR bos OR houtkap OR hout OR kap) landbouw

II.II Insect extinction from 1-07-2017 to 1-07-2018
File research: insect* (wetenschap OR onderzoek OR "Plos One" OR "PlosOne" OR 75 OR driekwart
OR "Duits" OR "Nederlands" OR entomologen OR insectenonderzoekers OR 27
File Armageddon: insect* (verdwenen OR voorruit OR armageddon OR "insecten-geddon" OR sterfte
File agriculture: insect* (agrarisch OR landbouw)
File analyses: insect* (trend OR analyse OR "insecten vallen" OR insectenvallen OR malaise OR
monitoring*)
File nature: insect* (natuur* OR bescherm* OR ecosysteem*)

II.III return of the wolf from 1-05-2018 to 1-05-2019
File
Sheep:
wolf
OR
wolven
+
schapen*
OR
boer
File Subsidy: wolf OR wolven + schade* OR ‘schade vergoeding’ OR subsidie OR wolvenplan OR
geld OR ‘DNA-onderzoek’ OR DNA
File policy: wolf OR wolven+ maatregelen OR ‘preventief afschieten’ OR preventie* OR bescherm*
File Population: wolf OR wolven
+ ‘wild camera’ OR camera OR *populatie OR roedel* OR
territor* OR kudde OR welp* OR jong* OR geboorte
File territory: wolf OR wolven + Europa OR Europees OR veluwe OR Duits* OR Zweden OR Zweeds
OR ‘Sallandse heuvelrug’ OR *vestig*
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Appendix III: The set-up of the Python script
III. I The folder structure
The Python script for this research is placed in the folder with three folders with the name of the three
social media hypes. The specific location of the folders to the Python script is necessary for the directory
of the results. The search terms for each hype are saved in a folder called rawdata according to the
following standard file name: hypename_searchterms_rawdata. The Python script reads all the files in
the rawdata folder of that hype and put the data together as a big dataset. The results of the Python
script, in the form of CSV files and Figures, are written to a folder called: results by using the following
standard: hypename_calculation. By working with the structure of different input and output folders and
naming the hype name and search term in each file, the analysis can easily be done over a different
dataset or over different search terms.

III. II Creating dataframes and cleaning the data
In the Python script, each individual file is firstly put in a so called dataframe and is cleaned by going
through the cleaning function of the script. In this cleaning function, the column names are translated to
English, the date column is edited to be able to fit into the right format to be put on the x-axis of Figures,
columns with the hype name and search word are added and the brackets of the search words in the
messages are removed. For messages with an empty data column the column is filled with ‘author
unknown’ to enable the opportunity to group by this value later and columns with the hype name and
search words are added so that later on, data can be grouped on these columns.

III.III Performing the analyses over the overall dataframe
Then, the individual dataframes for each search term are put together to be able to run the different
functions. Based on this dataframe, the number of duplicate messages per search word are calculated.
Messages are seen as duplicate when they have the same website in the ‘website_source’ column and
the same author. Since the website link of a message or newspaper arcticle can slightly different when
someone has a profile for the site or not, the column ‘website_source’ is more accurate to calculate the
number of duplicates in comparison to the website column. In this function, also the number of times
that a word occurs per hype are calculated. Then, the time analysis is done over the overall dataframe.
The other calculations are done based on the dataframes with the duplicate messages, since otherwise
the message would be removed for one of the search words at random, giving less insights into the
patterns per subject.

III.III.I the function: analyses time
This function calculates and plots the following results: the absolute number of messages over time,
moving average over time, the relative number of messages over time and the number of messages per
search term. The relative number of messages are calculated by dividing the total number of messages
per day by the total number of messages of the previous day. The column trigger shows whether or not
the day had a relative increase higher than 1.5, which is seen as trigger.

III.III.I the function: analyses users
This function calculates and plots the following results: the number of messages per author and number
of unique users over time. The number of unique users is calculated by looking at the unique user names
per day with the nunique function of pandas.

III.III.I the function: analyses sources
This function calculates and plots the following results: the number of sources per day, number of unique
websites per day and number of unique sources per search word. The number of sources per day are
calculated by summing the number of messages per Coosto source per day. The number of unique
websites are calculated using the nunique function of pandas over the column: ‘source_website’
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III.III.I the function: analyses sentiment
This function calculates and plots the following results: the sentiment over time, the sentiment of Vader
against the sentiment of Coosto, the sentiment per source, sentiment per search term and moving
average of Vader sentiment. The sentiment is calculated by the Vader package, where each message
got four different sentiment values. These were negative, neutral, positive and average. All calculations
are performed over the average sentiment value. The moving average is calculated using the rolling
function of pandas.
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Appendix IV. The names of the files in the result map
of each social media hype
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

hypename _ analyses_time_count_rel
hypename_time_SMA
hypename_analyses_time_searchwords
Hypename_sentiment_SMA
Hypename_analyses_duplicates_searchwords
hypename_ allSearchwords_cleandata or hypename_ searchword_cleandata for the data per
searchword
7. hypename _ sentiment_ statistics_per_searchword
8. hypename_analyses_source_coosto
9. hypename_ analyses _ users_count
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Appendix VI. Extra figures and tables

Figure 13. The total number of social media messages and the number
of duplicate social media messages per search word for the social
media hype: forest logging, insect extinction and the return of the wolf.
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For the discussion regarding forest clearings, 49 percent of the messages of the whole timeframe where
gathered using the search word carbon dioxide .Only 1,6 percent of the messages came from the search
word Natura 2000. This search word also has a 100 percent overlap in messages with other search
words, just like the search word: agriculture. The search word carbon dioxde has relatively the least
overlap in messages compared to other search words. When looking at the word frequency of all the
messages (file 10), some frequently used relevant words are: bomen (88.646 times), CO2 (55.500
times), bos (37.729 times), Nederland (32.514 times), Provincie (28.921 times), gemeente (23.560
times), hout (22.097 times) & Staatsbosbeheer (18.671 times). (file 9)
When looking at the online discussion regarding insect extinction, 46 percent of the messages where
gathered using the search word nature. Only 3 percent of the messages where gathered using the
search word analyses, where also 59 percent of the messages where gathered using the other search
words. The search word agriculture has the highest percentage of duplicate messages, which is 75
percent. When looking at the word count (file 10), the word insecten is stated on place 33 and is
mentioned 48.110 times in total. Other interesting words are Onderzoek (22.203 times), Nederland
(21.854 times), natuur (12.173 times), kinderen (14.029 times), landbouw (13.536 times) and soorten
(10.311). (file 9)
When looking at the discussion regarding the return of the wolf, most messages where gathered with
the search word territory, which gathered 28 percent of the messages. There is no search word with a
very low percentage of contribution in number of messages. However the search word policy has a 68
percent overlap in messages with other search words). When looking at the frequency of words, wolf
stands on place 21 and is mentioned 64.539 and wolven (wolfs) is on place 38 and is mentioned 38.438
times. Schapen (sheep) is on place 49 and is mentioned 28.920 times. Other interesting words are:
Nederland (22.315 times), schade ( 9.587 times) and Duitsland (6.979 times). (file 9)
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Figure 14. The average sentiment per day calculated by Coosto against
the average sentiment per day calculated by the python package Vader for
the social media hypes: forest logging, insect extinction and the return of
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When comparing the sentiment values of Coosto and Vader for all three hypes can be stated that there
is a difference in sentiment values between the two calculations. The package Vader, has a more
negative sentiment overall. On some days with a high value for negative or positive sentiment according
to Coosto, the Vader package seems to have calculated the opposite value of sentiment.
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Figure 15. The moving average per month of the number of social media messages
over time plotted against the moving average sentiment per month. For the social
media hype: forest logging, insect extinction and the return of the wolf. The figures
are based on data from file 1 & 4.
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By plotting the sentiment only in moving average over the last 30 days, there does seem to be a
difference in sentiment over time for the hypes forest logging and the return of the wolf. The increase in
sentiment value for the hype insect extinction is at the same time as the supposed trigger event (18-102017). Around the other peak in number of messages there is also a peak in sentiment visible. For the
other two hypes, it also seems like during peaks in number of messages, the sentiment value is more
positive compared than to when there is almost no discussion.
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Table 8. The top 20 of most common users per social hype with the number of messages per user. Based
on the data from file 9.

Hype name
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging

Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Forest logging
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Insect extinction
Return of the wolf
Return of the wolf
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Ranking
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
1
2

Author name
author unknown
BomenAchterhoek
DeAchterhoekNWS
AngeliqueWinder
amstertwits
Behoud
Scheveningse
Waterpartij en Westbroekpark
ANP
chiene2
AriaFrescaaaaaa
Mac van Dinther
LeoNijhuis
Annemieke van Dongen
Dick Veerman
elzet15
Nouscat
Honingpot
gquerci
Nico Schapendonk
rationeel
xxmiekewxx
author unknown
Marlieke
Jaap Seidell
bbuizer
Linda J. Rusk
KAS TuinbouwCommunicatie
LTO Glaskracht Nederland
ANP
Annemieke van Dongen
Ellis Langen
sfoodsupply
bomengidsnl
NVerdaasdonk
joshollegien
Dick Veerman
NOS
Pov
lydiavanh
macharoesink
CÃƒÂ©cile Janssen
author unknown
Linda J. Rusk
107

Number of messages
9092
316
239
107
107
bosjes,

100
99
97
74
73
72
61
59
58
55
51
49
46
44
40
4468
710
120
93
86
72
66
64
63
57
56
51
49
49
47
46
45
45
44
42
5047
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Return of the wolf
3 varnhem07
195
Return of the wolf
4 jantegiffel
157
Return of the wolf
5 ANP
148
Return of the wolf
6 BoswachterFrans
116
Return of the wolf
7 Dierenblogger
71
Return of the wolf
8 joshollegien
70
Return of the wolf
9 Joris Gerritsen
65
Return of the wolf
10 Chris Klomp
53
Return of the wolf
11 FransVera
51
Return of the wolf
12 Naomi van Kalken
48
Return of the wolf
13 weerman
47
Return of the wolf
14 NOS
45
Return of the wolf
15 Martin_Drenthen
43
Return of the wolf
16 ANP Producties
39
Return of the wolf
17 agilityfanatic
37
Return of the wolf
18 Pov
37
Return of the wolf
19 reynaerddevos
34
Return of the wolf
20 wolfactivist
33
When looking at the top 20 of users with the most messages posted in the timeframe can be seen that
most messages where posted where the author was unknown. The ANP (Het Algemeen Nederlands
Persbureau) is also present in every top 20. When looking at the messages posted by ANP, it becomes
clear that a lot of newspaper articles use the ANP as author, and therefore, the ANP seems to have
posted a lot of messages. (file 3).
When looking at the discussion regarding forest clearings, the three users in the top 20:
BomenAchterhoek (316 messages), DeAchterhoekNWS (239 messages) & Behoud Scheveningste
bosjes, Waterpartij en Westrbroekpark (100 messages) seem all to be groups who are against forest
culling in their surroundings. The account amstertwits (107) is some sort of news account. When looking
more closely at other accounts in the top 20, Annemieke van Dongen (93 messages) is a reporter for
Het Algemeen Daglad, Nico Schapendonk (79 messages) is a reporter for BN de Stem, Mac van Dinther
(71 messages) is a reporter for De Volkskrant and Dick Veerman (59 messages) is the owner of the
online discussion platform Foodlog.
When looking at the users regarding the discussion about insect extinction, there are some unsupposed
users like KAS TuinbouwCommunicatie (178 messages) & LTO Glaskracht Nederland (120 messages).
The first user with the most number of messages named Marlieke has posted 710 messages within this
social media hype (file 3). When looking more closely at her profile se seems to be a travel blogger who
does not have a relation with insects. The user bomengidsnl is active in this hype. Furthermore, when
looking at the profile of the users, only the user Jaap Seidell (120 messages) identifies himself as
researcher. The users Annemieke van Dongen (105 messages) and Matthijs van den Breukel (57
messages) state on their profile to be a journalist. The official organisation accounts of the traditional
newspaper platforms, De Telegraaf has two accounts in the top 20, with a total of 118 messages,
followed by NOS with 46 messages and AD with 45 messages.
Some ecologists can be seen in the top 20 of users regarding the discussion of the wolf like varnhem07
(195 messages), BoswachterFrans (Natuurmonumenten, 116 messages) and FransVera
(Staatsbosbeheer, 51 messages). There are other users in the top 20 that seem to be identifying
themselves as looking at the interest of the ecosystem or the wolf itself, like dierenblogger (71
messages). The NOS has posted 45 messages and therefore seems to be the newspaper with the most
influence. Joris Gerritsen (77 messages) is a reporter for De Gelderlander, Chris Klomp (66 messages)
For AD, just like Sander van Mersbergen (45 messages) and Tom Tates (38 messages). When looking
more closely at some of the profiles, Linda J. Rusk (251 messages) works for the KAS Tuinbouw and
Martin_Drenthen (43 messages) is an associate professor in environment Philosophy.
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Figure 18. The number of unique websites used in the social media messages over
time, for the social media hypes: forest logging, insect extinction and the return of
the wolf.
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When looking at the number of unique websites per day in relation to the total number of messages for
that day, there does not seem to be a pattern during the peaks or between peaks. The online discussion
regarding forest logging during peaks that are a lot of unique websites used. This can also be seen
when looking at the online discussion regarding insect extinction. However here, there are also peaks
of a high number of unique websites used when the total number of messages are low. For the return
of the wolf, the days with many messages has a lot of unique websites that were used, but between
these peaks the number of unique websites used is higher. These results could indicate that the
discussion during high peaks in number of messages could be about a limited amount of websites.
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